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I. INTRODUCTION 
Sheep raising is an iiaportant phase of ap-ricultural pro­
duction in tirie rang© areas of western Canada. Approximately 
on@~third of Canada's sheep population, comprisinp- farm and 
range flocks, is maintained in the provinces of Alberta and 
Saskatchewan. The primary reason for this concentration of 
the sheep population ia the adaptability of the species to 
the ranre conditions existing in the southern parts of these 
provinces. 
In Canada, as on the remainder of the North American 
continent, sheep are Important for the production of meat, 
in the form of lamb and mutton, and wool. Milk production, 
which is an economic consideration in some parts of the world, 
is of interest here only to the extent that it is an important 
factor in the production of lambs. Milk is the only source 
of nourishment for very young lambs and an important source 
of nutrients throughout the nursing period. Thus milk yield, 
of at least adequate proportions, is a major factor in pro­
ducing lambs of satisfactory wei(?ht at weanins'. VJeanln/r 
weight, in turn, has a distinct beerlnsr on the economic wel­
fare of the commercial sheep producer. 
In terms of the importance of meet and wool production, 
Kindt (1956) estimated that 65 per cent of the income of ranp-e 
sheepmen was derived from the sale of meat, principally lamb. 
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oompared with 35 per cent from the sale of wool. This ratio 
is in close accord with the p-eneral opinion of rano^e pro­
ducers, who place the relative returns from meet and wool 
at approximately 60 and 40 per cent, respectively. This ratio 
will fluctuate from time to time depending on the value of a 
unit of production in each trait and accordinpr to chanj?e in 
productivity in one characteristic in relation to the other. 
An Increase in either meat or wool at the expense of the other 
would cause the ratio to vary considerably, while an increase 
in either product without penalty to the other would affect 
the ratio of economic worth only slightly but would mean 
greater returns for the producer. 
The meat producing* ability of sheep may be Improved by 
changes in management and by chenpes in level of nutrition« 
Such changes are environmental and therefore temporary. To 
maintain any advantasre, so p-ained, it is necessary to dupli­
cate the improved regime each ye=ir and in each generation. 
Changes of this nature may be stai'tlins' in raapnltude but are 
not often ao. In addition the extra expense usually incurred 
in providing the improved conditions is such that, in net 
effect, the actual value of improvement crained by this method 
may be rather insignificant. 
The weaning weight of lambs may also be increased by 
improvement in the hereditary characteristics of individuals 
selected for breeding- Such changes ere p-enetic and there­
3 
fore effect permaaent improvement In the genetic material 
available for producing succeeding irenerations • Thus the 
essential problems facing the animal breeder ere those con­
cerning ways of mafeing selection more accurate and more effec­
tive- The discovery and understaridine of the Mendelian con­
cepts of inheritance dispelled much of the mystery that sur­
rounded early attempts to improve livestock by breedlnfr. New 
tecnniques for studying quantitative characterlsticg and new 
methods of analysis have been, and are belnsr developed. These 
have assisted greatly in advancing the understandinp- of the 
variation observed in flocks and herds of domestic animals. 
Numerous studies have been conducted on the effects of 
environmental factors on body and fleece characteristics of. 
sheep in various parts of the United States- Siailarly, sev­
eral workers have investis?ated the srenetic variation in body 
and fleece characteristics of sheep in the United States, 
Australia and New Zealand. The present study was undertaken 
to add to the general fund of knowledp^e concerninf? environ­
mental and genetic variation in sheep and has special refer­
ence to estimates of heritabllity, repeatability and penetic 
correlations of body weights among ransre sheep in Canada-
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II. REflEW OF LITERATURE 
A. Factors Affecting Body Weights of Sheep 
Improved productivity in sheep depends on selection of 
genetically superior individuals, as flock replacements- The 
effectiveness of such selection depends on the accuracy with 
which factors maefcln«^ genetic merit are recognized, and allowed 
for, when evaluatlne- individuals within the flock. 
Variation in body weight is the result of many factors 
acting independently. In co-operation, or antagonistically 
with each other. Some are srenetic factors embodied in the 
genotype of each individual, others are external 5.n origin,, 
while still others are srenetic or phyalolop-ical in orip-in but 
environmental in their effect on the traits beine^ considered. 
While it would be desirable to base selection on frenetic vari­
ability alone, it is not possible to exclude all of the vari­
ation caused by environmental factors. 
As far as body weight is concerned, selection is usually 
practiced among lamba born In the same flock, in the same 
season, raised on the same ranp'e, and otherwise subjected to 
the same general conditions of flock and rans^e manaf?ement. 
fhus such external factors of environment as apply to a whole 
flock at a given time have a niore-or-l@®». equal effect on all 
members of the population and do not seriously affect selec-
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tlon. 
Some environmental factors each have an effect, of appTOx-
imate equality, on members of a specific f^roup within the pop­
ulation. a male sex effect is.common to approximately 
half the lambs born while a female effect is coamon to the 
remainder- Since such factors affect- s^roups, rather than 
indl¥icluals, It is possible to measure the map-nitude of the 
effect for each group. This permits selection to proceed 
with the variation due to such tangible factors of environ-
Eient reduced to a considerable extent. 
1. Birth weight 
Chapman (1931) has reviewed the literature, published 
prior to that date, relating to the effects of sex, ap-e o'f 
daia, wight of dam, lenp-th of gestation, and litter size, on 
birth weight of animals in general and sheep in particular. 
Here are included only subsequently reported findino's having 
a bearing on the present study. 
Chapman (1931) found age of dam to be slightly but posi­
tively aseociated with the weisrht of ewe, lenp-th of prestation, 
litter size, and weight of lamb at birth. Th© welfrht of ewe 
was positively correlated with size of litter but was insig­
nificantly correlated with length of .testation. He found a 
highly significent correlation between ^veisrht of the ewe and 
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birth weight of the lamb. Length of p-estatlon was nesratlvely 
eorrelatsd with litter size but was considered uncorrelated 
with birth weight. However, in the data analyzed only 10 
gestations were less than 140 days, and 18 were more than 150 
days in length out of 1,019 lamblngs in which the averapfe 
gestation period ^^as 146 days- He reported that an increase 
of one year in ag© of ciam, one pound in weis^ht of dam and one 
lamb in litter size resulted in an averai^e chanj^e in birth 
X'iieight of 0.26 pounds, 0.02 pounds, and -2.10 pounds, re­
spectively. Ihese were sheep fcept under farm flock conditions 
in Iowa. 
Significant portions of the variation in birth wei^-ht 
and weakling weight of lambs of five breeds in the Michlo-an 
State College flock were reported as due to differences in 
sex, type of birth, and ae^e of dam. Nelson and Venkatachalam 
(1949). Females weighed 5 per cent less than males at birth, 
lambs from mature ewes were 10 per cent heavier than lambs 
from two-year-old ewes and single lambs were 22 per cent 
heavier than twins, on the average. 
Kincaid (1943), in a switchback trial designed to deter-
raine the effect of sire on birth weight in lambs, found an 
average Increase in birth weight of .63 pounds as the dam 
Increased from two to six years of age- No significant 
departure from linearity was found. 
Blackwell and Henderson (1956) in an analysis of the 
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birth weights of 2,186 lambs kept under farm flock conditions 
in New lorK, found that age of ewe had a partly quadratic 
effect on birth weight. The linear regression of birth weiprht 
on age was 0.?1 pounds per year while the quadratic repression 
was 0.06 pounds per year. Considerinpr the data for Corrie-
dale, Hampshire and Shropshire lambs, raales exceeded females 
and singles exceeded twins by 0.54 pounds and 1.85 pounds, 
respectively, at birth. 
Using data on three breeds of sheep and crossbreds, at the 
University of Minnesota, Ali (1952) reported that lambs from 
mature ewes were 0.67 pounds heavier than those out of younsr 
©wes. In the same study sinf^les exceeded twins by 1.75 pounds 
and males were 0.05 pounds heavier than females. 
£. Weaning weight 
Phillips and Dawson (1940), observed that selection in 
Hampshire, Shropshire and Southdown lambs, in the United 
States Department of Agriculture flock at Beltsville, Mary­
land, was strongly influenced by birth type, birth weight 
and birth date. Single, heavy and older lambs were favored 
over twin, light and younger lambs. Except in the case of 
birth li'eiptht, there appeared to be rto prenetic justification 
for this discrimination. Among Hampshire and Southdown lambs, 
those born early in the season were ais^nificantly, or nearly 
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®o, more able to survive to weaning than those born late in 
the season. This dlfftrenc® in survival rate was not observed 
in Shropshire lambs. Except for Southdown females, heavy 
lamb® at birth appeared to have a survival advantage. Sex 
and type of birth had no effect on survival rate. 
Froffl a practical standpoint, particularly under rano-e 
conditions where a maxlfflum absolute welf?ht la desired before 
the lambs go into winter quarters, there would be sosie justi­
fication for discrimination against lambs born late In the 
lajflbing season, and particularly against twin lambs born late 
in the season. Usually such discrimination would affect only 
a small percentage of the entire lamb crop and would not 
materially affect the selection differential. 
Dosiald and McLean (1935), reported that females and lambs 
from two-year-old dams, in the English Leicester and Southdown 
breeds in Kew Zealand, were lighter than males atid lambs from 
older ewes, at 130 days of age- Bonsiaa (1939), observed that 
%el0:ht growth" of purebred and crossbred South African Merino 
lambs was less for lambs born at a ewe's first parturition 
(usually two years of age), for lambs llsrht at birth, and for 
lambs with poor milking dams. 
Hazel and Terrill (1945a^ 1946a) have conducted perhaps 
the most comprehensive studies of the effects of environment 
and other factors on weanling traits in lambs. Their studies 
are of particular interest in this investigation es they were 
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raade oa lambs of similar "breeding-, also raised under ranp-e 
conditions- Weaning weight, staple lenp*th, body type, con­
dition, face covering and neck folds were amonp' the traits 
studied on 2,183 Rambouillet, 4?8 Columbia, 238 Gorriedale 
and 366 Tar^ee lambs reared under intermountain ranp^e condi­
tions in Idaho and southern Montana-
Ram lambs excelled in body weight but females excelled 
in all other traits. Ewes oirer two years of age reared lambs 
superior in all traits except face cover and neck folds. 
Older lambs excelled in weaning weight, staple length, and 
body type, and were in slightly but significantly better con­
dition at weaning. Inbreeding hsd an important detrimental 
effect on weaning weight. 
Sidwell and Grandstaff (1949), working with Navajo sheep 
in New Mexico, also found significant the effects of ape of 
dam, sex, type of birth and rearing, and ap-e of lamb on wean­
ing weight. Nelson and Venkatachalam (1S49), and Blackwell 
and Henderson (1955), and others have agreed in these observa­
tions . 
Estimates of parameters representing the effects of vari­
ous factors on weaning weights have been made by numerous 
investigators. For convenience these estimates, which were 
used as constants for adjusting data, are sumriiarized in 
Table 1-
fable 1. Effects of environmental Slfferenees upon the weaning weight 
of lambs 
Sex 
Breed 
Mo. of Male Wether 
obser- minus mlnms 
nations female female 
fype of birth 
and rearing? 
Single Single 
minas lainus 
twin twin 
raised raised 
twin singly 
Age of dam 
Mat. Mat. Mat. Wean-
miniis minus minus Ing Refer-
2 yr- 3 yr. aged age encel 
lbs • lbs . lbs. Ibs./day 
Rambouillet 2,183 8.3 9.2 2.5 6.1 0.42 a 
Three breeds* 1,082 10.8 11.7 5.1 8.7 0.45 b 
Navajo aM 
crosses 1,506 4.4 11.2 2.9 3.5 0.2 3.1 0.37 c 
Rambouillet 524 3.8 11.4 2.0 6.3 1.7 0.18 d 
Two breed 632 3.8 15.0 7.7 9.4 1.6 0.20 d 
Three breeds-'^^ 810 3.3 . 8.3 5.4 0.13 e 
Shropshire 1,227 5.7 6.5 5.7 0.43 f 
^References are as follows; 
a - Hazel and Terrill (1945ai| 
b - Hazel and Terrill (1946a) 
c - Sidwell and Grandstaff (1949) 
d - Ercanbrack (1952) 
e - Blaokwell and Henderson (1955) 
f - Ali (1952) 
'»478 Columbia, £38 Corriedale and 366 Targhee lambs. 
•«-^307 Columbia and 325 Targhee lambs. 
•^•^*238 Corriedale, 286 Hampshire and 286 Shropshire lambs. 
#'»#«-jhese authors report a linear effect of asre of dam or weanins^ weight of lamb of 
3.1 lbs. per year together with a quadratic effect equal to -0.3 lbs. per year. 
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These observations, aade by several Investisrators work­
ing with several breeds of sheep under a wide variety of 
environmental conditione, are in remarkable a^^reement with 
respect to the effect of various environmental factors on 
weaning i\'el^ht. The results diverged most widely with 
regard to the effect of age at weaning, and this appears' to 
be primarily a difference between range and farm flocks. 
Among the observations on ransre flocks, data were secured 
at 120 days of age for the studies of Hazel and Terrill 
(1945a, 1946a) and 140 days of age by Sidwell and Srand-
Btaff (1949). The observations studied by Ercanbrack (1952) 
were obtained at 149 days of age. This age difference 
together with the fact that Ercanbrack's data vjere taken 
after the lambs had been separated from their dams for 12 
to £4 hours may have had a substantial influence on the dif­
ference in the refirressions of weight on a??e obtained by 
Ercanbrack and other investigators with ran^e sheep. Since 
the age at weaning was not given for the data of Blackwell 
and Henderson (1955), the possibility of this beina- respons­
ible for their unusually small ree-ression of weip-ht on apre 
cannot be overlooked. 
3. Shearling weight 
Phillips and Dawson (1940) observed that differences in 
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body weight as a result of typ© of birth and apre at weaning, 
which vere important and significant factors in their influ­
ence on tiieanlng weight, became less important at later ages. 
Single lambs were heavier than twins in all groups at 12 
months of age but slgnlflcanGe of such weight differences 
was evident in only two of six groups. Seven of 12 reprres-
sions of weight on age -were significant when lambs were six 
iBonths of age but only three of 12 regressions were sip-nlfl-
cant at 12 months of age. The effects of sex, however, .tended 
to become more pronounced as maturity was approached. 
Hazel and Terrill (1946o) found thet yearling Rambouillet 
ewes from mature dam® were 2.6 pounds heavier than those from 
two-yearmold dams and single ewes were 6.0 and 0-.5 pounds 
heavier than twins raised as twins and twins raised sinp-ly, 
respectively. These differences were in the same direction 
as those observed among weanling lambs, but were reduced in 
magnitude. The regression of yearling body weip'ht on age was 
0-031 pounds per day as compared with 0.413 pounds at weanincr. 
fhe regression of weight on per cent Inbreeding was reduced 
from 0.375 at weaning to 0.278 at yearling age (avera.o-e asre 
406 days for 932 ewes) • 
Phillips _et (1940) summarized the data ree-arding 
welghti, at bi-weekly intervals from birth to 12 months of 
age, of Rambouillet and Qorriedale lambs born In 1938 and 
1939 in the Western Sheep Laboratory flock at Dubois, Idaho. 
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Their* suaaaary indicated that singles averasred heavier than 
twins throughout the first year; males trained more rapidly 
than females up to weaning, and as a result of supplemental 
feeding muoh more rapidly than females after weanlnp-; there 
was a marlted decrease in rate of growth in both sexes fol­
lowing w:eaning. 
The investigations of Terrlll et, a X -  (1947) re^ardlnfr 
the effect of environmental factors on yearling traits in 
Columbia and farghee ewes did not e^ree with the results 
obtained by Hazel and Terrill (1946c) in yearllni? ewes of the 
fiambouillet breed. Differences occasioned by various factors 
at weanling and yearling age were usually in the same direc­
tion but in moat cases were considerably smaller at yearlinjE-
age. The effects of type of birth and rearine-, a.»e of dam, 
and age at shearing were of sufficient importance to xifarrant 
adjustment for these factors. 
Ra@ (1950) in a study of the variation amons- New Zealand 
ftomney Marsh sheep also observed that a?*e of dam and type of 
birth had significant effects on yearling body weis^hts. 
Estimates of the effects of environmental factors on 
yestrllng weight are presented in Table 2-
Except for particular factors in the Columbia and Tar^hee 
data of Terrill _et (1947), the various workers o-enerally 
agree that the effects of environment, of major importance 
at weaning age, were reduced at yearlinp^ age. The observation 
fable E. Effects of envlTOnmental differences upoii yearllns- weights 
of ewes 
Type of birth 
and rearing Am of dam 
Breed 
So. of 
obser­
vations 
Single " Sine-le 
minus twin minus twin 
raised raised 
twin singly 
Mature 3 yr. 
minus minus 
2 yr. 2 yr. 
¥eaninff Inbreed-
a^e ini? 
Hefer-
ence^ 
lbs • lbs. Ibs./day Ibs./^ 
HaHibouillet 932 6.0 0.5 2.6 0.03 -0.28 a 
Columbia 406 7.1 2.4 4.2 0.19 -0.06 b 
targhee 290 4.7 7.4 0.6 0.30 -0.39 b 
N.Z. Roamey 
Marsh 151 6.6 2.2 1.6 0.23 c 
Navajo and 
Navajo crosses 917 6.5 1.5 3.1 0.12 d 
^References are as follows: a - Hazel and Terrlll (1946c) 
D - Terrlll et (1947) 
c - Hae (1950T 
d - Price et (1953) 
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of Teirill al. (1947) that slnrle ewes exceeded twin ewes 
by 4.? pounds, and exceeded twin ewes raised sine-ly by 7.4 
pounds, is the most disconcerting result. The reason for 
this behafiour is not clear. These ewes, born in the years 
1941 to 1944, were selected at weaning and represented 70 to 
80 per cent of the ewe lamb® weaned. The method of selection 
was not specified but it seems reasonable to as'^ume thst at 
least half of those lambs culled were rejected because of 
inferior body weight. It is probable that those rejected for 
low weaning weight included a much his/her proportion of the 
twins than of the twins reared singly, or of the sinisyles. 
If so the selected twins could have equalled or surpassed 
selected twins raised singly in everap'e weip-ht. This could 
account for the unexpected relationship between yearling' 
weights of twin ewes and twins raised singly but it does not 
explain the difference between singles and twins raised 
Singly. 
This difference of 7.4 pounds was 2.3 pounds larger than 
the corresponding difference between these two classes at 
weaning. Lambs of three breeds were included in the weanlinp-
analysis of Hazel and Terrill (1946a). Possibly the other two 
breeds, particularly the Columbia, were influential in deter­
mining the size of the class differences in weanino- weio-ht. 
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B- Herltatoility Estimates 
The variance of a characteristic in a population usually 
is defined as ^ ^  4-
where is the phenotypic veriance in the population, 
x.he varianc® due to differences in the heredity OU 
of the individuals in the population, and 
^lll is the variance due to the effects of interaction 
between environment and heredity. 
I'he variance due to individual differences in heredity, 
due to each genotype functioniniR' as a unit, can he fur­
ther suMivided a® ^ ^  ^  
where is the variance due to the additive effects of the 
genes, 
^ is the variance due to non-additive effects of 
<? D 
allelic ffenes (dominance), and 
^ is the variance due to non-additive effects of non­
allelic genes (epistasis). 
The heritability of a characteristic in a population has 
2 
been defined in the broad sense as J[H, and In the narrow 
2 (TP 
sense as —d (Lush, 1948) . Thus in the broad sense herit-
iff 
ability is the fraction of the variance that is due to any 
effects of the genes, whether manifested always or only in 
17 
combination with certain other genes, which Influence that 
trait. In the narrow sense heritability is the fraction of 
the variance due to the additive, or averapee, effects of the 
genes- Under ordinary mating aysteas the non-additive effects 
of dominance and epistasis do not contribute to permanent 
change in a population. Consequently estimates of heritabil­
ity in the narrow sense are more useful to the animal breeder 
than those in the broad sense. 
Methods of estimating heritability in animal breeding* 
data will include fractions of the non-additive components 
n 2 
of ^ along with what presumably is the full ainount of 
fhe exact magnitude of the included dominance and epistatic 
components can be epeoifled for stipulated modes of gene 
action but these are never known in practice-
Estimates of heritability of body weight reported by 
various workers are presented in Table 3. Heritability esti­
mates as shown in this table are reasonably high for body 
weights of sheep at these three stages of development. The 
highest estimate obtained was that of Kelson and Venkata-
chalam (1949) for birth weif^ht (0.72). Ihe lowest estimate 
was that of -0.01 for weaninf? ^leijtht of Targhee lamba 
reported by Hazel and Tsrrill (1946b). 'i/'iith these two excep­
tions the extremes of zero and .64 both occurred for birth 
weight in Karakul sheep by Yao £t (1953). Heritability 
of birth, weaning and shearling' x-v-eig-ht appears to be of the 
table 3. Estimates of herltablHty of body weights of sheep 
Number of 
Trait observatioas Breed 
Method of estimatiag' h'^ 
Intra-slre 
regression 
Half-sib 
correlation Hef erens©-^ 
Birth 
weight 
Weaning 
weight 
1,019 Grade Hampshire 0.26-0.30 a 
604 Average 6 breeds 0.72 - 0 .15 b 
1,956 3 breeds and crosaes 0 .19 c 
766 3 breeds and crosses 0 .54 c 
1,632 4 breeds 0.33 d 
728 Karakul and crosses 0.18 0.34 e 
892 Rafflbouillet 0.34 0.27 f 
820 Columbia 0.21 0.16 g 
316 Gorriedale 0.45 0.32 
575 Targhee -0.01 0.08 
^References are as follows: 
a - Chapman and Lush (1932) p-
b - Nelson and Venkmtachalam (1949) h 
c - AU (1952) i 
d - Blackwell and Henderson (1955) J 
e - Yao et (1953) k 
f - Hazel and Terrill (1945b) 
Hazel and Terrill (1346b) 
Ereanbrack (1952) 
Sidvjell (1954) 
Terrill and Hasel (1943) 
Merely (1950) 
lalJle 3. (Continued) 
Number of 
Trait observations Breed 
Method of estimatinp 
Intra-sire Half-sib 
regression correlation Reference 
•Weaning 
weight 
learling 
weight 
348 Average 5 breeds 0.29 0.42 b 
890 Shropshire 0.14 c 
395 Shropshire 0.38 c 
524 Rambouillet 0.31 h 
30? Columbia 0.33 h 
325 Tar ghee 0.39 h 
784 4 breeds 0.07 a 
1,078 Havajo crossbreds 0.21 1 
1,622 Rambouillet 0.40 J 
(llOd.f.) Australian Merino 0.36 k 
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order of .2 to .4. 
G- Eepeatabllity 
Repeatability is a measure of the extent to which 
repeated obseryatioas on the same individual tend to resemble 
©ach other. It is an intra-class correlation between records 
of the same individual. As normally defined, repeatability 
is the fraction of the variance in repeated observations due 
to the effects of the genotype of the individual plus any 
permanent effects of environment, environmental effects 
that are alike on all repeated observations. Thus repeat­
ability cari be represented as 
^ ^  /IE 
2 2 2 
/l dOE "*• dlX 
where ^ is the variance due to the effect of o-enotype, 
is the variance due to permanent environment, and 
is the varisiice due to temporary environment pecu­
liar to each record. 
In normal usage repeatability represents repeated obser­
vations in the same individual. Examples are repeated 
records of milk or butter fat production in dairy cows, wool 
yield in sheep and merit scores in all classes of animals. 
In the calculation of heritability in the broad oense and 
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repeatability, the sam@ component ( enters the numerators 
of both fractions and the dtnominators sre the same, while an 
estimate of repeatability contains an additional component 
( due to the permanent effects of environment. Accord­
ingly, repeatability is bound to at least equal heritability 
in the broad sense and, unless is zero, should exceed 
heritability. Lush (1948) points out that repeatability is 
an upper limit which heritability cannot exceed and in many 
oases will not reach. 
In the usual sense, birth and weanlni? weisrht are not 
repeatable characteristics since these observations can each 
be obtained only once in the lifetime of each individual. 
However a ewe may produce and rear a lamb each year for a 
period of several years and such repeated records of produc­
tive ability can be used to calculate repeatability of birth 
and v/eaning weight ae characteristics of the daa. 
Estimates of repeatability are useful to the animal 
breeder as a basis for early culling of dams low in produc­
tivity or performance. lUhen repeatability is hip:h, consider­
able reliability can be placed on slnf?:le records and ewes 
that produce poor lambs can be culled early in their lifetime. 
On the other hand, when repeatability is lov^/ many mistaken 
may be made by culling on single records. Then a second or 
even third record X'^ill be useful in avoidinp- errors due to 
the temporary environmental factors ti'hich affect individual 
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records importantly. 
Estimates of repeatability for birth sud weanlnp welfyht 
are relatively scarce in the literature. Blackwell and Hen­
derson (1955) reported repeatability of birth weight of Cor-
riedale, Hampshire, Shropshire and Dorset lambs as 0.199. 
The corresponding figure for weaning weight was 0.078. Sid-
well and Grandstaff (1949) reported the repeatability of 
weaning weight in Navajo and lavajo crossbred lambs as 0.217. 
Lush and Molln (1942) studying swine and utilizinp- an 
intra-blook analysis derived estimates of repeatability of 
litter siae at birth and weaning, and litter weight at wean-
ii.g of 0.15, 0.16 and 0.13, respectively. These ©stirnates 
were interpreted as measuring the fraction of the difference 
found betweeen two sows hi one season which are most likely 
to be found between thesi in future seasons. 
Koch (1951) obtained an estimate of 0.52 as the repeat­
ability of weariing weight as a permanent characteristic of 
range cows. 
Mason and Dassat (1954), workinp- with Lario-he sheep In 
Italy, observed repeatability of birth weight and one-month 
weight e-Q 0.79 and 0.38, respectively, for uncorrected records. 
The corresponding figures for corrected records were 0.32 and 
0.04, respectively. 
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D. Phenotypic Correlations 
Tile literature contains several reports of correlatioRs 
among vrrious traits on the same animal- These include cor~ 
relation between traits other than body weight,and between 
other traits and body weight. However, the only correlations 
of weight at one ste^e of development with wei^rht at other 
stages of development were those reported by Terrill (1939), 
Terrill et (1950) , Morley (1950) and Raprab et al. (1953). 
Terrill (1939) reported correlations of 0.46 between 
weaning weight and averas^e lifetime v/ei.^ht, and 0.54 between 
18-month laeXght and average lifetime weisyht (averac^e weip-ht 
from tvio to five years of m® considered as sveran-e lifetime 
weight). Terrill ^  al. (1950) reported correlations, in 
Rambouillet rarfls, between weaning and yearliniS' xveip-ht of 
0.76, aiid between vemlng and two, three, four and five year 
weights of 0.50, 0.54, 0.41 and 0.44, respectively. These 
authors also found a correlation of 0.71 between yearling 
ana two year weif^ht in rams of this breed. 
Morley (1950) reported repeatability estimates for body 
weight in Australian Merino sheep of 0.78 for rams and 0.71 
for ewes. These estimates were defined as correlations of 
repeated observations in the same animal and were calculated 
froiii four records on each of 120 rams and 147 ewes wei,o-hed 
at six, nine, 12 and 18 months of aae. These were considered 
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as intra-Glass oorrelatlons between welfyhts of the same 
sheep. 
E. Genetic Correlations 
In animal breeding It Is rarely possible to evaluate and 
select individuals on the basis of a sinsrle trait. Selec­
tion or rejection must be based on the simultaneous evalua­
tion of several traits that together express net merit. The 
rate of la^rovement will depend on the selection differen­
tials, the heritabillty of each trait and the j^enetic rela­
tionships which exist among them. 
The phenotyplc correlation between two traits is not a 
reliable indication of the genetic relationship that exists 
because the traits are measured in the same individual and 
the environments affecting them are certain to be closely 
correlated and are likely to have had Important effects. 
This difficulty was overcome by Hazel (1943), by correlating 
trait X in one individual with trait Y in a close relative 
to obtain the jyenetic correlation between traits X and y. 
The closer the relationship between the two individuals, 
without introducing environmental correlations, the more 
satisfactory they become for measuring p-enetic relationship. 
The formula used by Hazel was j 
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^/reov^xpaTtSoii^ir 
7 (Gov XxX2) CCot Y^Yg) ' 
Tlie causes of genetic correlations are discussed by 
Lush (1948)• The primary and most Important cause arises 
from multiple effects of the genes (pleiotropy)^ as In the 
case where the genes that affect X also affect Y- It does 
not matter whether each such gene itself produces two or more 
substances, each of which affects a different trait (primary 
pleiotropy), or whether each gene has only one primary effect 
which starts a branchinp- chain of reactions which affect 
several traits (secondary pleiotropy), the net result is that 
the two traits are correlated frenetically. 
Other possible causes of genetic correlations are link­
age wfiich is only temporary in a freely interbreeding popu­
lation, and the analysis of a population of non-interbreedine-
groups as if they were one freely interbreeding population. 
Only one previous report concerning the genetic relation­
ship between body weights of sheep at different staj^ies of 
development was seen. Ra^ab £t (1953) obtained extremely 
high genetic correlations between birth and weanin?? weip-ht 
(1.043), birth and market wel??:ht (0.819) and between weanins? 
weight and market &'©lght (0.959), in Ossimi sheep. 
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III. SOURCE OF DAfA 
Til© data were collected as routine procedure in the flock 
maintained by the Experimental Farm, L®thbridp*e, Alberta. 
Thes© data oomprise obser'vatlons on body weif?hts of Ram-
bouillet and Canadian Corriedale sheep at birth, weaninp and 
shearling aptes. The birth weights were recorded in a period 
of 17 years, 1936 to 195g inclusive. The yeaxiinf? and shear­
ling data were a.vailable for 14 and 12 of these years, re­
spectively. 
To provide the background for this investifyation a brief 
review of the breeding history of the flock is appropriate. 
The Canadian Corriedale is a relatively new breed of sheep 
developed at the Experimental Farm at Lethbrid^ye. The initial 
ffiatings from -which the breed arose were made in 1919 when a 
Lincoln ram was mated to selected pcrade Rambouillet ewes. 
From these and repeated matings of this type selected females 
were bred to New Zealand Corriedale rams. Their female pro­
geny in turn and those of subsequent srenerations were mated 
to New Zealand Corriedale rams in a prop-ram of "o-radinpr up" 
towai-'d the Kew Zealand Corriedale breed. 
This procedure was continued until 1934, by which time 
it had become evident that the New Zealand Corriedale was not 
the ideal breed of sheep for the ranchers of western Canada. 
Therefore it was decided to close the flock, Interbreed, and 
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select for th© desired type of sheep vflth a more open face 
and a finer fleece than Is typical of. the New Zealand Corrie-
dale- Coincident with this decision the name Canadian Cor-
riedale ^^as applied to distinguish the new breed from the Nexv 
Zealand Corriedale. 
The procedure adopted for interbreeding entailed the 
formation of single sire Inbred lines, with various deprrees 
of inbreeding, acooospanied by selection. This plan was fol­
lowed until 1948 vihen the original inbred lines were dis­
continued aer se. and some regroupins! of the ewes occurred. 
Sine© that tiiae the flock has remained closed and matinp-s 
have been de©lgn.ed to keep inbreedlni? at a low level, prin­
cipally by ensuring that a ^roup sire did not come from within 
the group. Mcordingly, because of the relatively low repro­
ductive rate in sheep, the lene:th of pfeneration, the reten­
tion of non-inbred and slightly inbred ewes in the flock for 
a period of years, and attempts to minimize the rise of in­
breeding in the last five years under consideration, the aver­
age degree of Inbreeding did not rise to hip^h levels in the 
flock. The average degree of Inbreeding of the lambs, for 
which the inbreeding had been calculated, was 0-114. There­
fore it is believed that Inbreedlnpr would have had relatively 
little effect on the body weig'hts studied. It may have 
increased genotypic reeeiablanee between sheep within lines 
up to 1948 but this would be largely offset by increased 
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variance within the breed during the last four years to which 
the data apply. 
The Rambouillet data for the first few years were ob­
tained from a small flock of purebred Rambouillets maintained 
at the Farm. During that period the breeding system was to 
Introduce rams from outside source© at more or less regular 
intervals. 'Ihe flook was aaterially increased in 1938 by 
acquiring 200 yearling and mature ewes from four purebred 
flocks in Montana and Utah- Due to the fact that body 
weights were not available on the Imported ewes, their 
progeny were not Included in this investigation. Thus the 
data pertaining to the Rambouillet breed were limited in 
nature, and involved only one sire per year until 1940, when 
data became available on the offspring of the progeny of the 
iraported ewes. 
The breeding system used in the Rambouillet breed was 
essentially the same as that described for the Canadian Gor-
riedale breed except that the sires employed did not come 
from within a line with the same regularity. ¥ith the 1938 
importation the flock was closed, as far as female stock was 
concerned. Sires from outside sources were introduced ooca-
aionally, but in some cases sires purchased were closely 
related to the Lethbridge flock. However, the relationship 
was remote in some Instances, and a few unrelated sires were 
used in the flock- As a result a small decree of Inbreedlnp-
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developed In the Ramboulllet breed, primarily es a conse­
quence of maintaining a partially closed flock. The averap-e 
inbresding of th© Rambouillet lambs, for which the inbreed­
ing had been calGulsted, was 0.030. Therefore the inbreedin?? 
in the Raffiboulllet breed would hav© little if any effect on 
the body weights or on the variance in the breed-
In p-eneral care and. aanapement, both breeds were treated 
alike sM were subjected to the sane circumstsnces of environ­
ment over which control could not be exercised. In 1936 the 
sheep were pastured on prairie ranj^e. In the period 1937 to 
1942, inclusive, the flock was maintained durini? the summer 
on rang-e in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. For the 
rest of each year the sheep were kept at the F-rm, which is 
situated in an irrigated area of southern Alberta. Durinr? 
the fall and winter period the sheep were pastured on srrain 
and all'alfa stubble, except durin<? the breedine- season when 
they Mere confined in the breedinpr pens, and in periods of 
bad t-^eather. In such periods they were fed alfalfa hay and 
some ??rain. 
From 1943 to the end of the period under study the flock 
was maintained at a sheep ranch at Scandia, Alberta. This 
tract of land was located in the short f^rass resrlon of the 
prairies and consisted of native prairie ranrre and some aban­
doned farm land that had been put unsuccessfully under irri­
gation. The bulk of the cultivated land was seeded to crested 
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wheat grass sjid utilized for early spring prazing and hay, 
^dalle the native range was, in e-eneral, used for summer, fall 
and winter prrazing. The general care and management remained 
essentially the saci© as it had been at the Farm at Lethhridg^e, 
©xeept for the cha.ris:e of surnmer ran^e. The sheep were still 
dependent on grazing for as much of the year as possible. 
However they were fed hay and some srrain during the breeding 
season. Additional feed was usually required durin.^ the 
months of January, February and March. 
Lambing usually commenced early in April and continued 
for about five weeks- All lamba were weip-hed and graded for 
wrinkling, spotting, hairiness In the birth coat and abnormal­
ities within 24 hours of birth. At this time the dam i^as 
examined for apparent milk supply and, in the case of twins, 
a decision was made resardinp the sbillty of the ewe to raise 
twins. If a ewe x^as considered incapable of doln?? a fair job 
with a set of twins, one meniber of the set was either destroy­
ed or fostered on another ewe that had lost her own lamb. The 
basis for deciding In favor of one lamb or the other was not 
always clear- Certainly an abnormal lamb, or an exceptionally ' 
small lamb, would have been discarded. If two lambs appeared 
to have about equal chance of survival, the one having the 
better score for wrinkling, spotting and hairiness would have 
been retained. Also there was a possibility that v/hen twins 
were of mixed sex, one sex or the other would predominate 
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aoong tim twin lambs retained, wiight and ©stimated sur­
vivability bting equal• In general, the eeleotion practiced 
at this stag# wat an atttupt to eliminate from twin seta the 
iaesiber 'that natural selection would be likely to remove prior 
to weaning, but to do so before the atrain of competition had 
a ohanoe to affect adversely the lamb that would ultimately 
remain. When this selection was not based primarily on esti­
mated chanct of survival it was based on characteristics 
soffi««hat ind®p®nd@nt of birth weight, except when sex was a 
deciding factor. For this reason it is felt that this selec­
tion would have relatively little effect on the variance in 
weaning weight. Furtheriaore, had this selection not been 
practiced, it would have been impossible in most cases to 
establish, with any degree of accuracy, at just what stage 
natural selection eliminated the less vigorous member of the 
set. fhis would have resulted either in reducing the data 
by the number of lambs which were put out as twins and weaned 
as singles, or in rendering the procedure of adjusting weights 
for type of rearing grossly inaccurate. 
A decision regarding the males to be castrated at 10 days 
to two weeks of age was made at the time the laabs were tagged 
at birth. This procedure was followed for the purpose of 
reducing the number of males among the lambs weaned and was 
a carryover of earlier method® of handling the flock on a 
comffleroial basis. The decision to castrate was based to some 
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extent on birth wele-ht, abnormalitlea, spot tins-, wrinkllnp-, 
hairiness, face cover ana general appearance of the lamfc. 
Date of birth relative to the current lambing season was also 
a oonsideratlon as usually no males born In the last two 
•weeks of 'the laaibing season were kept entire. 
Shearing usually took place about the middle of May and 
shearling welp'hts were obtained about two weeks later. 
Although several males were retained to shearlinpr ase the 
total number vjas small and their vieierhts were not always 
rscorded ip. the flock book. Because of the small number, and 
the intense selection practiced on rams, shearling observa­
tions on females only are included in this study. The shear­
ling ewes would have been 1-3 to 14 months of afye when the 
weights were taken. 
V^eaning took place in two stap-es. The ram lambs xvere 
weaned e&rly in Augwst when they were about 120 days of age. 
Females and wether lambs were weaned at approximately 170 
days of age, early in October. 
During the period when the sheep were carried on summer 
range in the foothills the ram lambs were taken from their 
daiiis and trailed down the mountain to a rail shipping' point 
where they were loaded for shipment to the Farm at Lethbridge. 
Th© day after arrival the lambs x-^ere vieip-hed, thus weaningr 
weights liar® taicen about a week after they were removed from 
their dams. Under these circumstances the female and wether 
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lambs were not welarhed when the ram lambs were weaned. 
'I'll© mm bancl and the ewe and wether lambs were returned 
to Le'chbrldge early in October each year- At this time the 
lam'Ds were weaned and weighed but wels^hts on male lambs, 
weaned the previous AuOTst, were not recorded in October-
When the sheep, were raoved to Scandla In 194^3, weighing 
facilities were non-existent at the new ranch. As a result, 
weaning wei.ehts were not available in 1943 and 1944. Shear­
ling v^eights were obtained in 1943 prior to the transfer of 
tii© sheep to Scandla. Weaning wel??:hts of females only were 
availacle la 194§ and weights on all lambs were obtained In 
1346. In this ajid subsequent years the practice of weierhin?? 
all laiBQS, whenever weights were required on any, was followed, 
'irtalghts were available on all lambs at about 120 days of acre 
(weaning age for ram lambs) and also at 170 days of aere '(x-zean-
ing age for ©we and wether lambs) in the years? 1946 to 1949 
inclusive. Weights on all lambs, at both cstes of weaning, 
ver-Q not available in 1950 and 1951 in the flock books acces­
sible for the coffipilation of the dsta used in this study. 
In sumjnary, the data available for this investigation 
include birth ^'/eights of Rambouillet and Canadian Gorrledale 
laiabs born in the years 1936-1952 inclusive, v;eanincr weigjhts 
on lambs born 1S36-1951 inclusive, exceptinsy 1943 and 1944, 
and shearling '^eights on females born in the years 1936-1950 
excepting those born in 1943 and 1944. 
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ly. METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
A' Mjustment for Environmental Factors 
Environmental factors which Influence the phenotyplc 
variation in a population mask the genetic merit of indi­
viduals and lead one to make errors In evaluatlnpr and select­
ing members of that population. Identification of, snd cor­
rection for, environmental factors were Important problems 
that required solution before proceedini? with the analysis 
of the data. 
Previous information on the parent population, and the 
means and standard deviations in the data, indicated that the 
Rambouillet and the Canadian Corriedale (hereafter desisrnated 
Corriedale) data should be analyzed separately. Despite much 
coiDiiion ancestry, they are distinct breeds and there is a con­
siderable time interval in their establishment as breeds. 
1. Yh© mathematioal model 
The following additive model was adopted as satisfactory 
for describing the observations on weanins: weijyht:* 
*Thls model, with the elimination of is iden­
tical to the one employed for the birth weight data-
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" (/ + ^1 aj + % + tx + * ®ijklm 
where 1 - 1-17; J « l-4j k » 1-3; 1 » 1-3; and m = 1,2,3 •• • 
% J ki­
ln this mod®! weaning weight is the sum of: an effect 
common to all lambs an effect due to years 4. an effect due 
to age of dam an effect due to aex an effect due to type 
of birth an effect due to regression of \^;ei^ht on ajs-e + all 
effects peculiar to this lamb alone-
ty ia an effect common to all lambs. Its composition 
depends on the restrictions placed on the other parameters. 
b^ is an effect common to all individuals born in the 
^th year. This effect is caused by annual variations in such 
thlnf?s as rainfall, temperature, js-razinp- conditions and flock 
management. Changes in the average genetic merit of indi­
viduals in particular years would also be included in the 
year effect. 
aj is an effect comicon to all individuals with the 
age of dam, i.©-, a is a measure of the differences in wean­
ing weight between lambs having two-year-old, three-year-old, 
mature and aired dams. 
is an effect common to all individuals of the k"^^ 
sex, i.e., _s is a measure of differences between female, 
male and wether lambs. 
t;]_ is an effect common to all lambs of the l'*'^ type of 
birth and rearing, i.jg., t is a measure of differences between 
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singles, twin®, and twins reared as sinfi^les. 
d is the linear regression of weijrht on ei^re in days. 
^ijk.lm deviation of the lamb in the Ijkl sub­
class from 170 days'*' of aa:e at weaning. 
®ljklm variation of the lamb from the mesji 
of the ijklm subclass, correction havinp- already been made 
for the actual age not being 170 days. This is the 
result of all causes of variation peculiar to individual 
lambs. 
a. Discussion of the model. The model is an operational 
one designed to subdivide the variation into what are con­
sidered to be the most important portions and to correct the 
data for sources of variation not considered pertinent to 
the further analysis. It does not necessarily follow that 
the operational nomenclature is identical with the biological 
implications. The purpose of the model and its analysis is 
to meeiur© and correct for the effects of causes grouped 
together in the classifications b, a, s, t, and x- After 
corrections for the effects of these causes sre made, the 
variations designated as ©ij^im are to be analyzed for 
repeatability, heritability and frenetic correlations, which 
may have some bearing on makln!? breeding plans more effec­
tive. Some known sources of variation, considered unimportant 
"'••For a special problem, page 45, a constant acre of 120 
days Is used. 
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or imneoessary for the analysis to be performed, may not be 
designated, by name wMl© unknown aouroes of variation cannot 
b© enumsi'ated in the model. If unspecified sources of vari­
ation are distributed at random over named sources the result­
ing estiraation of main effects will not be biased- If the 
unnamed sources are not randomly distributed, then their 
effects -will be confounded •with the main effects of the 
subclasses which they Influence. Example 1 - If the dams 
of twins were given supplemental feedinpr or prime P-razin??, , 
the effect of this preferential treatment would be included 
as part of the effect of this type of rearinp-. Example 2 -
If an unknown factor such as temporary health impairment, or 
a dam with faulty udder, affects individual lambs in the flock 
this effect would contribute to the error term in the model, 
aenetically caused differences would be large3.y in but 
some of them may b© in b if the aterage genetic composition 
of the flocit changes from year to year, or even in a if 
changes there had a regular trend. Also, the difference 
between male and female is itself genetically caused. In 
weaning wel«:ht the difference between males and wethers can 
be partly the result of the operation itself but in part 
will merely reflect differences which were variously caused, 
but were seen at the youn^ age when those to be left entire 
were selected-
The number of subclasses for asre of dam was arbitrary. 
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It has been observed that lambs with very younr or ap-ed dams 
are not as heavy at weaning as those from dams in the prime 
of life. HoweverI dlfferenees between Isabs from four, five 
and six year old e^es are sllp^ht. It was deemed advisable 
to consider age of daei in four classes, namely, two years of 
age, three years of s.g&., four to six yes.rs of are and seven 
years of age and older. This classification differs from 
Sidwell's (1949) only in that here the seven year old ewes 
are considered with aged ewes Instead of with four to six 
year olds. 
b. Asaumptlons oonoernins? the model. The assumptions 
in the Eiodel are those required for analysis of variance. 
The necessary conditions were described by Elsenhart (194?). 
These apeolfy that the errors (js's) be normally and inde­
pendently distributed with a common variance and mean zero. 
The treatment effects must be additive. If tests of sip-nifi-
canc© are not to be made th© only assumption necessary regard­
ing the s, is that they be uncorrelated with the sources of 
variation for which parameters are beinp estimated (Koch, 
1950). 
Deviations from the additive scheme were not thought to 
be important in this iiiodel- There may be gome correlation 
between the environmental effects of ae-e of dam and type of 
birth and rearing. This Is not the obvious correlation 
between age of dam and type of birth where mature ewes 
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produce more twins than do two-year-old ewes. The correla­
tion of the environmental effects concerns the relative 
ability of a t-wo-year-oM dam and a mature dam to raise 
twins, if required to do so. Admittedly, it is plausible 
that such a correlation iiiight exist but the incidence with 
which young ewes raise twin lambs is so low that this cor­
relation is unlikely to be linportaiit. Consequently it was 
assumed in this axsdel that additlvity prevailed, that the 
errors were uncorrelated with treatment effects, and that 
the errors were normally distributed with mean zero and equal 
variance. 
£• Birth weight 
The method of marginal totals was used for adjusting? 
birth weight for sex, ag& of darn and type of birth. As the 
analyses to be performed were planned on an intra-breed, 
intra-year, intra-sire basis, no corrections for breed, year 
and sire were considered. The subclass numbers, means and 
stanaard deviations for unadjusted birth weiprhts are p-iven 
In Table 4. 
The means and standard deviations shown in Table 4 indi­
cate that adjustments for sex and type of birth should be 
made in both breeds. The means for birth weight of lambs 
from ewes of different ages show surprislnp-ly little vari-
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fatol® 4. Mean "birth weights and standard deviations 
by breed, by year, by age of dam, by sex, 
and by type of birth 
Aambouillet Corrledale 
M:@an Mean 
birth Standard birth Standard 
Number weis*ht deviation Huraber weisrht deviation 
lear lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
1936 4 10.08 0.78 
1937 10 9.24 1.98 21 8 .46 2.12 
1938 13 10.17 1.75 72 8.89 1.93 
1933 25 9.85 1.37 113 9.54 1.97 
1940 58 10.54 1.44 135 9.36 1.79 
1941 104 10.11 1.71 160 9.32 1.73 
1942 152 9.77 1.60 191 8.99 2.03 
1943 193 8.94 1.80 155 7.94 1.67 
1944 270 9.18 1.72 187 8.83 1.86 
1945 313 9.44 1.78 130 9.11 1.66 
1946 E78 10.05 1.74 154 9.00 1.88 
1947 334 9.20 1.82 179 8.50 1.82 
1948 218 8.76 1.78 87 8.02 1.83 
1949 298 9.73 1.90 113 9.41 1.78 
1950 203 9.51 1.72 124 9 .06 1.65 
1951 283 9.89 1.70 173 9.49 1.82 
1952 283 9.80 1.74 168 9.44 1.S8 
Age 
of 
dam 
yrs. 
2 699 9 .48 1.68 512 8.63 1.92 
3 738 9.50 1.87 49 7 9.14 1.83 
4 629 9.59 1-86 452 9-10 1.86 
§ 446 9.66 1.84 312 9.05 1.77 
6 310 9.55 1.76 203 9.20 1.93 
7 166 9.56 1.74 111 9.12 1.80 
8 43 9.38 1.75 62 8.78 1.70 
9 8 9.15 1.59 11 9.74 2.08 
10 0 — 2 11.95 0.50 
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fable 4. (Continued) 
Raffitooullltt Gorrledale 
Muiiber 
Mean 
birth 
weight 
Standard 
deviation number 
Mean 
birth 
i\?eip'ht 
Standard 
deviation 
Sex 
Female 
Mai© 
1,576 
1,463 
9.25 
S.S6 
1.73 
1.S2 
1,049 
1,113 
8.75 
9.23 
1.78 
1.94 
%'ype 
of 
birth 
Single 
Twin 
1,532 
1,507 
10. 51 
8.S6 
1.64 
1.40 
1,023 
1,139 
9.94 
8.16 
1.83 
1.46 
'lo tal 3,039 9.54 1.80 2,162 9.00 1.87 
atlon in tlie Ramtooulllet breed, and in the Gorriedales the 
only group to differ muoh from the s^eneral mean was the prroup 
of lambs out of two-year-old ewes. Acoordinp:ly it appeared 
that the only adjustment necessary for are of dam was one 
for Gorrledale lambs from two-year-old dams. 
The marginal total method x-^as to apply the mean differ­
ence between groups to the individual observations in the 
j?roup to be adjusted, !,•£., the mean difference between males 
and feiaalee was subtracted from th© individual observations 
on males to render the® equivalent to observed weip-hts on 
females. It was thousrht that the correotione obtained in 
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this mEnn,er were res^sonable approximations to the constants 
that would be derived by th© more exact procedure of least 
squares> fhls was particularly true in regard to sex. The 
ratio of iDales to females was 51.8:48.2 and there was no 
reason to suspect any non-random sex distribution In either 
the age of dam or type of birth subclasses. The procedure 
Is less defensible in rep:ard to type of birth and a^e of dam. 
However, it has already been noted that the differences due 
to age of data were so small in the Ramboulllet breed that 
oorrection was considered unnecessary, while in the Gorrie-
dales correction was necessary only for two-year-old dams. 
Thus the method of marginal totals should be reasonably 
accurate, at least sufficiently so to make the ease of 
application the decisive consideration. Uslnp- marp:inal 
totals the followlns- adjustments were derived: 
Subolass Ramboulllet Gorriedale 
lbs. lbs. 
Males -0.61 -0.48 
Twins 1.95 1'7B 
Lambs from 
two-year-old dams — 0.48 
These adjustments were applied, in the appropriate sub­
classes, to make all birth weights on lambs and the corres­
ponding data on their dams the equivalent of weip-hts of 
single female lambs from mature dams. To facilitate this 
procedure the data ware punched, on I.B.M. cs.rds and the 
adjustments were made with I-B.M. equipment. 
After the eorrectlons for type of birth, sex and apre of 
dam had been made, the next step in processing the data was 
to reduce the data so that a dam v^ith twin lambs would not 
be considered twice in one year. This step v&b accomplished 
by a.-?eraging the vjeight of the lambs and considering this 
average as the observed weight for a sin.f^le female lamb. 
With this reduction of data, the adjusted birth weip-hts on 
2,£-.82 Rambouillet snd 1,586 Corrledale lambs were available 
for the remaining analyses. lumber, adjusted means and 
standard deviations are presented by years in Table 5. 
3. Weaning: itfeij^ht 
The aethod of least squares was used for correcting the 
•weaning x^eights for sex, type of birth, age of dam, years and 
the deviation from a standard me at weanin,?. The theory 
and meehanlQs for usinp least squares were developed by 
Yates (1934). The application of the method to data in 
animal breeding problems has been discussed by Hazel (1946), 
Koch (1950), Ercanbrack (1952) and others-
The model fiBsumed to describe the variation in the 
weaning weight of lambs of thes© two breeds has been dis­
cussed, page 34. 
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table S. lumbers, adjusted means and standard 
deviations of birth weights of lambs by 
breed and by year 
Rambouillet Corrledale 
Mean Mean 
birth Standard birth Standard 
Year Number weight deviation Mumber weight deviation 
1936 4 9.92 • 62 
193? 8 9.92 1.30 20 9.01 1.76 
1938 10 10.81 .88 57 9.69 1.57 
1939 20 10.32 1.06 87 10.31 1.67 
1940 51 10.66 1.29 105 10.04 1.49 
1941 86 10.65 1.24 120 10.04 1.49 
1942 112 10.47 1.24 129 10.04 1.79 
1943 142 9.73 1.36 108 8.88 1.46 
1944 202 9.81 1.51 133 9.69 1.58 
1945 210 10.44 1.48 91 10.02 1.42 
1946 219 10.53 1.61 114 9.82 1.60 
1947 242 9 .90 1.67 127 9.31 1.69 
1948 159 9.64 1.27 63 8.94 1.41 
1949 235 10.30 1.72 96 9.92 1.34 
1950 161 10.02 1.37 96 9.66 1.45 
1951 206 10.75 1.18 118 10.50 1.44 
1952 235 10.38 1.53 122 10.35 1.28 
Total 2,282 1,586 
Gross mean 
and standard 
deviation 10.22 1.51 9.83 1.59 
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a- Estimation of equivalent Ootober weight for males 
weighed In August. Having chosen a work-ins' model, the next 
step concerned a problem peculiar to these data. Prior to 
1945, the males were weighed and v;eaned durinp- the last ti^'o 
weeits of August, at approxiffistely 120 days of ap-e. Female 
and wether lambs were not weighed at that time, but v;ere 
weighed and 'A-aaned early in October, at about 170 days of 
age. yh© males weaned previously were not weirrhed on this 
later date. As it was desiracle to Include in this study 
the males born prior to 1943, it became necessary to esti­
mate their wsipht oomparable with feraalee at the October 
weaning daxe. 
In the year 1846-1949 inclusive ell lambs were v;eip"hed 
in August when the aieles v;ere weaned. Then ail lambs were 
weighed mmlu in October when the remainder of the lamb crop 
was weaned. Thus, these data for four years fornied the only 
basis for adjuetinff the August veight of melus to a proposed 
female-equivalent October weight for the same individuals. 
To resolve this problem the followinR- procedure was employed. 
Arising froBj the Biodel described, a matrix of 15 normal 
equations was developed to describe the weirat of lambs of 
each breed at the Aupust end October wei/srh days. Thus, four 
matrices based on the 1946-1948 data xvere developed. In 
order to solve these, one eciuation pertainlnp* to sex, one 
pertaining to ase of dam and one pertainiao" to type of birth 
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were deleted. The deleted equations were those for sj, (male), 
(mature), and (single)- The resultlner constants within 
the sex classification are expressed as deviations from £x, 
those within the age of dam classification are expressed as 
deviations from d^, and those within the type of birth 
classification represent deviations from t^. The constants 
derived for years are not unique. The constant for each year 
contains a specific effect for that year plus an effect equal 
to the mean year effect. After deleting equations s.2_, 
and tj_ there were 12 equations to be solved in each of the 
four matrices. 
Solution of the matrices was acoomplished by a process 
of eliminating off-diapronal elements one column at a time. 
The first equation was used as a processinsr equation to 
obtain multipliers for each of the other equations. When 
the first equation was multiplied by a particular multiplier 
and added to that multiplier'a equation, the element in the 
first column was eliminated. The processinf? equation, in­
cluding all right sides, was multiplied by the multiplier 
of equation 2 and the products, in each column were added to 
equation 2- Then the processing equation was multiplied by 
the multiplier of equation 3, the products were added to 
equation 3, etc., until the processinp: equation was multi­
plied by the multiplier for each equation in the matrix. 
Then the adjusted second equation became the processing 
4? 
©quation and was multiplied by the multipliers for each equa­
tion and the products added to their respective equations. 
This procedure of eliminating off-diagonals, column by column, 
was continued until only the diafj-onals remained-
Check sums were carried as an additional rlpfht side, by 
summing each row and reversing the sisyn. Subsequently each 
row, including the check sum, adds to zero unless an error 
has been made- This method is described by Mc&illiard (1955). 
From the solution of the four matrices, the constants 
in Table 6 were obtained. The constants for sex shown in 
Table 6 are in reasonable agreement with those of Ercanbrack 
(1952), Sidwell and Srandstaff (194S), and Hazel and Terrill 
(1941946a). The adjustments for type of birth and ap-e of 
dam are larger than similar estimates reported in the litera­
ture but differ only slightly from estimates derived from 
data on the same or allied breeds. This p^eneral ap-reement 
lends reliability to the derived estimates as reasonable 
approximations to the actual effect of environmental factors 
in these breeds of sheep. 
Excepting those for years, the derived constants become 
correction factors by reversing their sifrn and applyinp- them 
to the observations in the appropriate subclasses. The year 
constants are converted to correction factors by subtractinR-
the mean year effect from each constant and applying the 
remainder, with the sign reversed, to the observations for 
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Table ! 6. Constants representing the effects of 
environmental factors on the weight of 
lambs in August and October 
Rambouillet Corriedale 
Factor August October August October 
lbs • lbs. lbs. lbs • 
Year 1 1946 6.38 7.39 2.53 2.34 
2 1947 5.38 1.18 3.71 -2.00 
3 1948 1.39 7.03 -0.31 4.53 
4 1949 4.11 5.25 3.47 3.46 
Ap:e 1 2 yr. -8.49 -8.77 -5.76 -4.92 
of 2 3 yr. -2.88 -E.96 -2.62 -2.06 
dam 3 4-6 yr. 0 0 0 0 
4 Aged -3.01 -2.07 -3.25 -5.03 
Sex 1 Female 0 0 0 0 
2 Male 6.95 5.37 5.48 5.34 
3 Mether 2.?1 3.09 2.04 3.15 
Type 1 Single 0 0 0 0 
of 2 fwin 
birth raised 
single -4.62 -4.28 -1.77 -0.36 
3 Twin 
raised 
twin -14.70 -15.08 -10.32 -9.52 
toy^c ^ days) 0.55 0.46 0.47 0.39 
Mean year effect 4.32 5.21 2.35 2.08 
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the appropriate year. Deviation of B.m from a conetsnt a^e 
at weaning may b© adjusted by adding, or subtractino*, the 
produGt of the deviation in a^e and the repression of weiio-ht 
on age, depending on whether a lamb is younger or older than 
the stanasrd age at weaning. By applying correction factors 
in this manner, the observations were adjusted to those of 
single female lafflbe, born in the mean year, havlns? a mature 
dam and being 1£0 or 170 days of ai^e in Au.prust or October, 
respectively• 
Having obtained the adjusted weisrhts it was necessary 
to consider a method of estimatlni? the adjusted 170 day 
weight from a known 120 day wei«"ht. Phillips and Brier. 
(1940), using six years' data on Hampshire, Shropshire, 
Southdown and Corriedalt lambs at Beltsvllle, Maryland, 
found that f^rowth of lambs of the Down breeds was almost 
linear between 15 and 25 weeks of ap^e, while Gorrledale lambs 
followed a somewhat curvilinear growth curve durinp- the same 
period. Rambouillet and Corriedale lambs in Idaho also showed 
a curvilinear pattern of growth between 15 and 25 weeks of 
age (Phillips et aj,., 1940). 
If the Rsuabouillet and Corriedale lambs in the present 
investigation follow a growth curve similar to the one 
observed In the lambs of similar breeding in Idaho, and In 
the Corriedale lambs at Beltsvllle, the regression of weight 
on age as calculated at 120 days of a-<ye would overestimate 
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the October weight of the same individuals. In this parti­
cular problem the main Interest is in the two terminal points, 
^.e-, 120 day weight and 170 day weif^ht. Important as the 
manner of growth in the interveninp- period is, the data are 
too Goncentrated ahout the terminal points to describe accu­
rately the growth curve throughout the period. Therefore it 
was thought that the prediction equation for linear repression 
would be as reliable as any available method of describing-
the relationship of 180 and 170 day weigrhtf!. 
Accordingly the regressions of October weieht on Aup-ust 
weight were calculated as 1.06 + 0.04 for Rambouillets and 
1.04 + 0.05 for Corriedales. The prediction equation, Xg => 
a 4. ^21^1 became X£ » 9.36 + 1.06Xx, for Rambouillet lambs, 
and X2 ~ 6-76 + 1.04Xx, for Oorrledales. 
The data for male lambs, except those born in the years 
1946-1949, were adjusted for sex, age of dam, type of birth 
and rearing and deviation from 120 days of age by usln^ the 
constants derived from the 1946-1949 data. From these 
adjusted observations, the 170 day weights were estimated 
by the above prediction equations for the respective breeds. 
The adjustments were applied by I.B.M. equipment. 
b. Ad jus ting the remaining weaning data. Havinp- estab­
lished a workable icheme for convertlnj? the 120 day weaning 
data, for males born prior to 1943, to equivalent 170 day 
female weights, it was possible to proceed with adjustlnpr 
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the larger volume of weaning data. For this purpose, the 170 
day constants for sex, type of birth, ase of dam and deviation 
in age at weaning, calculated on part of the data and presented 
In Table 6, were applied to the remainder of the weanlnp data. 
These constants only approximate the effects of environmental 
factors in the larsrer population, but it was thoui?ht that 
they were sufficiently accurate to make the tedious procedure 
of recalculation unnecessary. Confidence in this decision 
was gained by the general agreement between the constants 
calculated in this study and those reported in the litereture 
concerning similar biological material (Table 4). No adjust­
ment for year of birth was applied. 
The adjustments for sex, type of birth and rearinp-, a??e 
of dam and age of weanln??, as obtained by reversinp- the si^ns 
of the constants siiown for October weights in Table 6, were 
applied to the main volume of -weanllnp? data. Oorrespondinp-
data, concerning the weaning weights of dams were also cor­
rected for age of dam, type of birth and ap-e at weaninp-. All 
adjustments were made by I.B.M. equipment. 
c- Treatment of observations on t^fins. The proposed 
method of analyBis entailed the use of intra-slre repression 
of offspring on dam. Therefore, the corrected sums of squares 
for dams and the corrected sums of cross-products xvould be 
necessary in the calculations- In these cases, the incluaion 
of a dam, and any peculiarities in respect to her weifrht, 
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twice when she weaned twin lambs mi^ht have an undue Influ­
ence on til© final result-
The only aatisfactory i^ay of clrcumventlne- this situation 
appeared to be to averai?e the adjusted welp'hts of twins and 
use the average weight as a sinp^le record of the dam-
This procedure would reduce the standard deviations, to 
a degree dependent on the ran.(7s betx^i-een members of twin sets, 
the over-all ran??:© in the twin-raised-twin subclass, and the 
ratio of the numbtr in this subclass to the whole population. 
Standard deviations were calculated for 158 Rambouillet 
lambs on two bases, (a) individual values for each twin and 
(b) average value for each tvin set. On basis (a) the stand­
ard deviation was 8.10 pounds (15? d.f.), and on basis (b) 
it was 8.05 pounds {142 d.f.). Thus, the reduction in stand­
ard deviation was 0.62 percent as a result of averao-inc values 
for twin sets. Nineteen percent of the lambs were twins 
while 10.5 percent of the values analyzed on basis (b) v.rere 
average values for twin sets. 
It is believed that a similarly sraall reduction in stand­
ard deviation will result from tlie procedure of averap-ine-
values for pairs of twins in the main volume of data for both 
breeds in this study. The proportion of tv;ins is quite simi­
lar to that in the sample f^roup and there is no reason to 
suspect an extreme ransre in adjusted weio^hts within twin 
sets, or twin subclasses, in either breed. 
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Averaging tile values for twin sets resulted in the dif­
ferent numbers of observations in the adjusted and unadjusted 
means, as presented in fable 7. 
4. Shearling weight 
Weights at shearling age (approximately 14 months) were 
available on 345 Raffibouillet and 213 Corrledale ewes- Of 
the Rambouillet ewes, 62 were twins and 63 were twins raised 
singly. The corresponding numbers for Corrledale twins, and 
twins raised singly, were 56 and 39-
As these ewes were survivors of selection at weanins?-, 
they represented approximately 60 to 75 percent of the ewe 
lambs weaned. Weanling selection was based primarily on 
body weli3^ht without adjustment for environmental factors. 
Thus all ewe lambs selected for retention must have been of 
good weight and development for the year in which they were 
born, regardless of their type of birth or the aj?e of their 
daffis. Because at least adequate welc^ht and development x^ere 
prerequisites for selection, it was losrical to expect that 
the differences between subclasses would not be as larpf-e at 
shearling age as they were at weanlns-. Therefore, it was 
believed that adjustment of the shearllns- data for environ­
mental factors would be unnecessary as such adjustment would 
do little to correct the raw data for these environmental 
fable 7. Uaadjusted and adjusted means and standard deviations of weaning 
weight in lambs by bre#d and by year 
Ramboiiillgt . Gorriedale 
Ko • Unadjusted MJ-geted So. UnadJasted Adjusted 
of Standard StaMard of Standard Stendard 
Year laaibs Mean deviation Mean deviation lambs Mean deviation Mean deviation 
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
1936 3 59.6 6.56 70.0 1.41 
193? 8 74.0 11.43 86.5 8.72 12 65.2 7.34 71.2 8.56 
1938 9 68.8 8.62 85.1 6.21 46 62.2 10.16 72.5 9.20 
1939 21 72.4 9 .32 79.9 7.91 89 67.5 11.72 67.8 10.13 
1940 43 68.1 14.49 75.4 8.10 109 59.7 11.03 60.8 10.14 
1941 81 79.3 9.42 83.8 9.11 117 66.5 10.08 66.2 9.61 
i94e 100 80.6 9.81 88.3 7.90 113 70.8 10.52 72.0 10.10 
1945 62 71.4 9.20 85.1 7.62 26 57.8 8.35 67.1 7.23 
1946 93 82-0 11.82 37.£ 7.14 42 66.0 13.10 67.9 9.8? 
194? 117 74.9 12.27 81.1 8.70 50 61.8 10. 51 64.3 9.81 
1948 56 77.4 9.37 87.0 7.26 21 64.5 9.52 70.8 9.81 
1949 142 77.0 11.41 85.4 10.92 62 65.9 10.90 69.3 9.16 
1950 123 80.4 11.29 92.0 9.70 81 77.0 9.91 82.7 7.99 
19§1 184 76.8 9.82 89.8 9.18 118 68.3 9 .16 75.6 8.93 
To tal 1,041 (1,003) 886 (815)* 
Gross mean 
aiid standard 
deviation 77.3 11.10 86.2 9.36 66.6 12.84 69.9 10.81 
•^Figures in parentheses represent the numDers on which adjusted means were calcu­
lated. i-ifferences between these and original totals are due to elimination of 
'individuals on which weanling information was incomplete. 
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effects. Aooordiiagly, the shearling data were used without 
adjustment. 
Observations on twins were averas-ed, just as was done 
with twins at hlrth and weaning. The averap"e value of a. pair 
of twins was considered to be the recorded Information for 
the dam concerned. This reduced the data so that subsequent 
analyses Included 314 Ramboulllet and 185 Gorrledale ewes. 
The means and standard deviations of shearlinp" wele-ht are 
presented by breeds and years In Table 8. 
Table 8. Shearling weights of ewes by year and breed 
Ramboulllet Gorrledale 
Standard Standard 
Year No. Mean deviation No. Mean deviation 
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
1937 2 • 76.5 10.58 
1938 3 91.0 6.56 12 73.5 7.26 
1939 6 81.0 4.82 20 79.4 8.04 
1940 12 106.8 10.48 21 93.8 12.07 
1941 24 103.1 12.79 20 76.8 11.52 
1942 39 111.5 10.32 24 94.7 12.20 
1945 46 92.5 7.80 17 70.6 6.16 
1946 ,28 104.8 6.68 14 87.6 8.39 
1947 37 92.9 11.15 13 78.3 6.49 
1948 34 107. 2  11.92 7 91.1 12.25 
1949 48 110.6 10.57 . 13 94.1 4.66 
1950 35 119.0 9.55 24 109.3 6.96 
Total 314 185 
Gross mean 
and standard 
deviation 104.3 13.64 87.4 14.93 
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B. Herltabllity 
An observed characteristic is the phenotypic expression 
of a specific p;ene complex in reaction with the environment 
th&t exists during the life of the individual in which the 
trait is observed. Thus phenotype is a function of heredity 
and environment. Under simplest conditions, where the effects 
of one are added to the effects of the other, this becomes 
P (phenotype) » H (heredity) + E (environment). 
Herltabllity has been defined (Section II-B), in the 
broad sense as the fraction of the difference between indi­
viduals, or of the variance in a population, due to the over­
all effects of the whole set of genes in each individual. In 
the narroxtf sense herltabllity was defined as the correspond-
in®: fraction of differences or of the variance due to the 
additive effects of th© genes. 
Herltabllity may b© estimated by several methods, all 
of which have certain advantap:es or disadvantages in actual 
samples of data. All methods available for this purpose 
rest on the extent to which related individuals resemble 
each other more closely than do individuals drawn at random 
from a given population. Methods Include partitioning the 
variance between and within isogenic lines, regression of 
offspring on mid-parent, regression of F3 propfenles on Fg 
parents, resemblance of parent and offsprlni?, intra-sire 
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regression of offsprinp^ on dam, selection experiments, re­
semblance between full sibs eiid resemblance between half 
slbs • 
1. Intra-aire regression of offspring on dam 
Since the number of darns represented in this investisra-
tion vastly exceeded the number of sires, and since selection 
had been practiced amonff the dams, it appeared lo«^ical to 
use the intra-sire resrression of offsprinsr on dam for esti­
mating heritability. This method has been described in 
detail (Lush, 1940) . Therefore only a few remarks, pertinent 
to the data concerned, will be included here. 
fhis method of calculation, to a larsre extent, excludes 
any correlation of environment between dam and offsprinp-. 
The only possible correlations of this sort likely to be 
included are those which might occur through a tendency to 
treat individual offspring better or v/orse than average, 
according to whether their dams were so treated. Thus if an 
owner gave preferential treatment to his best dams and 
treated their offspring better solely because they were 
from his best dams, some environmental correlation would be 
included. In the data considered here, such intentional 
preferential treatment for dams and offspring- would be diffi­
cult to attain and any that did occur would have been purely 
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aecldental. Both breeds were managed as one flock and, 
except during the lambing season^ ¥ere herded on ranp'e. 
Although the offspring of a sinp-le sire may hsve been 
born over a period of several years, the possibility of time 
trends in environmental factors was overcome by performinp" 
the analyses on an intra-sire and intra-year basis. 
The intra-sire regression method estimates heritability 
as the genio {additively genetic) fraction of the phenotypic 
variancs which actually did occur among individuals mated to 
the same sire, thus circuiaventlng questions about departures 
from random mating. In a population of partially inbred 
lines, as true in most eases in this study, the mates of each 
6ire would belong to the same line and the resulting estimate 
p 
of h would concern the variance within lines. 
It is pointed out by Lush (1948) that, for unmistakably 
clear cut interpretation, selection amonp^ the dams should have 
been purely on phenotype for the trait in question. This 
restriction is often difficult to attain in practice. At 
the tirae the dams in this study were Meaned they xvere sel­
ected prliaarily on weaning welp-ht, with some attention to 
type, wrinkling, face cover and fleece charecter. They were 
subjected to further selection at yearling ap-e (18 months), 
with aajor emphasis on yearlinp? fleece characteristics and 
minor emphasis on shearling i^eisrht and other traits. 
If these other characteristics considered in selection 
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were unoorrelated with the trait bein? studied they would not 
tolas resulting estimates of herits.bility • If they were posi­
tively correlated eerietically with the trait bein?? estimated, 
so that they raised the toreediniS' value of the retained ani­
mals i^ith poorer pheaotypes in that trait, they would reduce 
the apparent parent-oiTsprlns; regression and hence would make 
heritabllity appear less than it really is. If co-selected 
traits ¥ere negatively correlated srenetlcally with the trait 
toeing examined they would tend to bias upward the resulting 
regression and thus would lead to an overestimate of herit-
abllity-
The eitlmates obtained in this investigation will con­
tain the desired addltlvely genetic portion of the variance 
together with a slipiht amount of the eplstatic variance. 
Bits of the dominance variance will be included in those cases 
where herltablllty is estimated from the resemblance between 
Individuals related through at least two independent lines 
of descent. The fractions of dominance and eplsts-tic variance 
included will be small, especially in data such as these 
where estimates are based on parent offsprlnfr resemblances. 
C. Repeatability 
Repeatability hes been defined (page 20) as the correla­
tion between repeated records by the same individual. It 
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should to© ©mphaslzed again that repeatability of any body 
weight is, in a. sense, a misnomer. Body weisrht at any parti­
cular ape can be obtained only once; -what is really meant 
is the repeatability of lamb's body weie^ht, considering that 
as a characteristic of the dam. Thus, when referring" to re­
peatability of birth or weaning v%'elght of lambs the traits 
considered differ distinctly from the characteristics refer­
red to in heritability of birth and weaninfy weight of lambs. 
The calculation of repeatability in this investigation 
appeared to be unduly complicated because of failure to 
adjust the data for year effects. Ewes of both breeds pro­
duced a variable number of lambs and the lambs produced, 
naturally, were not born in the ssjae sequence of years. 
Similarly ewes born in different yesrs contributed to the 
lamb population over a period of years. Thus it was appar­
ent that a large part of the variance amon^? the lambs was 
due to the years in which they were born. Also an important 
part of the variance appeared to be due to the years in which 
the dams were born. The two sources of variance were so 
intricately confounded that it was extremely difficult to 
partition them, in an analysis of variance. 
A similar type of problem was resolved by Lush and 
Molln (194E) in a study of the repeatability of litter size 
arid weight in sows. For their problem the authors employed 
an intra-tolock analysis in which a block represented con­
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temporary sows having an equal number of records in the same 
sequence of season©. The variance within blocks was par­
titioned between sows, seasons and a sow x season inter­
action. The variance between seasons was discarded as an 
extraneous source of variance and the interaction was used 
as the error term. The mean square between sows contained 
^ plus , in which k. was the number of records per sow. 
The mean square for error was ^ and repeatability became 
The data in the present study appeared suitable for such 
an intra-bloclt analysis, as a satisfactory method of evading-
the conflicting year effects observed. The dams vjere e-rouped 
according? to year of birth, the number of records per ewe, 
and the sequence of years in which records were produced, 
thus providing blocks of contemporary ewes, with an equal 
number of records, and with records produced in the same 
sequence of years- In this way the effects of year of dam's 
birth were reraoved from each contemporary e-roup and the 
intra-block analysis could proceed. 
In the analysis of birth weisrht, 167 contemporary srroups 
of Ramboulllets and 184 contemporary s-roups of Corriedales 
were formed. The correspondlnp- flares for the weanino-
weight analysis were 108 and 125. 
The components of variance x^lthin contemporary f^roups 
A * <r| 
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for eacia analysis were as follows: 
Mean square Components of variance 
Between years 
Between dams ^ 
Year x dam interaction ^ 
where k represented the number of records per dam. The 
variance between years was discarded as of no interest here. 
D. Phenotypic Correlations 
Using the adjusted data, birth weip-ht was correlated 
with weaning and shearling weie-ht, and weaning weif?ht was 
correlated with shearling weight, in the same individual. 
E. Senetic Correlations 
It was expedient in this study to use the regression of 
offspring on dam for calculating: genetic correlations. The 
computations for the covariances X^X]_, and had 
already been mad© in the calculation of heritabillty, thus 
reducing- the amount of additional computing' for this phase. 
As the results are unaffected by using the square root of 
the ratio of mean covariances or the square root of the 
ratio of regression coefficients, the mean covariances 
were used for calculating the genetic correlation of birth 
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weight with weaning weight, and with shearling weight and 
that of weaning weight with shearling weight. 
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?. RESULTS 
k- Herltabllity Estimates 
As outlined, in Section I¥-B, estimates of herltabllity 
were calculated by doubllnia' the regression of offsprlnp- on 
dam. The adjusted data for birth and weanlnpr wei<?ht and 
the unadjusted data for shearling welpfht were analyzed. 
Since the degrees of freedom were numerous in the birth and 
weanin? data and so few of them were used for adjusting' the 
observations, no allowance for the decrees of freedom used 
to correct the data for environmental factors was made in 
these analyses. 
The mean squares and crossproducts from these analyses 
are given in Table 9. The means, standard deviations and 
coefi'ioients of variability for each trait in each breed 
are presented in Table 10. 
The standard deviations were calculated on an Intra-
year basis for each breed. For birth and weaninR- they per­
tain to the adjusted -weights and are an averap-e of the within 
year deviations recorded in Tables, 5, 7 and 8. Thus they are 
not quite the same as the standard deviations of the unadjusted 
weights in Tables 4, 7 and 8, nor do they correspond exactly 
with the standard deviations of adjusted weis-hts shown in 
Tables 5 and 7 for birth and weaninf?- welp'ht. Reprardinp-
fable 9. Analyses of variance and eovarlance of birth, weanincsr and 
siiearliag welR'hts 
Ramboalllet Corriedale 
Trait 
Source of 
variation d. f. 
Mean square^^ 
Mean 
cross-
product d.f. 
Mean sauare*^ 
l-'ean 
oross-
product % % % % 
Blrtii fotal EESl 158S 
wsigiit jCears 18 5.18 18.00 -2.63 15 "2.26 21.84 -3.03 
Sires within 
year 78 2.50 4.23 1.37 84 3.80 4.34 1.19 
Years of daiH 
within sire 
aiid J ear 349 1.98 3.61 0.47 302 2.62 2.53 0.38 
Residual 1838 1.76 1.80 0.24 1184 1.98 2.16 0.36 
Weaning Total 1002 814 
weight ' I ears 13 214.62 1260.00 29.00 12 150.58 2351.92 -166.33 
Sires within 
year 59 96.14 118.46 -24.69 58 94.43 220.62 67.86 
Years of dam 
tvlthln sire 
and year 160 110.82 81.13 9.52 142 177.86 87.92 20.37 
Residual 770 56.47 69.92 9.29 602 71.82 77.53 16.27 
Shear­ Total 313 184 
ling Years 11 1377.73 2590.00 -314.45 10 441.90 2602.10 234.60 
>.'eight Sires within 
year- 48 143.08 159.79 13.18 37 93.89 101.27 -9.05 
Years of dais 
within sire 
and year 80 £20.58 122.57 20.96 59 1-31.51 80.15 -11.34 
Hesidual 174 82.90 76.40 21.55 78 60.70 83.69 13.99 
represents trait in dam; represents trait in lamb. 
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Table 10. Means, standard deviations and ooefflolents 
of varieMlity of birth, weanlnp- and shear-
linj? weight 
Standard Coefficients 
Breed Weight at Mean deviation of v-rlability 
lbs. lbs. % 
Ramboulllet Birth 10.22 1.47 14.4 
Weaninj? 86.24 8,50 9.8 
Shearling 101.20 10.10 10.0 
Corrledale Birth 9.83 1.53 15.6 
Weaning 69.94 9.46 13.5 
Shearling 83.60 9.30 11.1 
birth weight they represent the standard deviation for BinfJile, 
female lambs having mature dams- For the ^i/eanlng data they 
represent the standard deviation of weanlnp- wels-ht for slnp-le, 
female lambs having mature dams and wele-hed at 170 days of 
age. 
The regressions of offsprlnp- on dam, for the various 
traits considered, were calculated by dividing the total 
corrected sums of crossproducts by the corrected sums of 
squares for dams in the formula 
h ^1% 
^Xd 
This Is the same as dividlnff the mean crossproduct by the 
mean square for dams, as shown In Table 9, for each trait In 
eaoh breed. 
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Having dtritefl the necessary rep^reaslon coefficients, 
confidence Intervals at the 95 percent level of probability 
were calculated for each, followinp- procedure outlined by 
Snedecor (1948), page 118. Doublinp- the regression coeffi­
cients and the confidence intervals yielded estimates of 
heritability and confidence intervals on these estimates. 
The calculated regression coefficients and the resulting?: 
estimates of h^ are ^iven in Table 11. 
Table 11. Regression coefficients and estimates 
of heritability of body welp-ht in sheep 
Breed Trait 
^^1^ 
C.I . 95^ 
Ramboulllet Birth weight 0.136 •+•0 .046 0. 27 
Weaning weight 0.164 +0 .076 0. 33 
Shearling weiffht 0.260 tP .074 0. 52 
Gorriedale Birth weight 0.180 +0 .059 0^ .36 
Weaning weight 0.225 +0 .081 0. 45 
Shes-rling weight 0.230 ±9 .223 0. 46 
The estimates of heritability of birth weight agree 
closely with those reported by Blackwell and Henderson (1955), 
using intra-sire regression, and by Yao £t (1963) using 
half sib correlation. They are higher than those obtained 
by Chapman and Lush (1932) and by Yao al. (1953), using 
intra-sire regression and regression of offspring on mid-
parent), and by Melson and Venkatachalam (1949), usinp- half 
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site eerrtlatioiis. 'Hiey were mueh lower than the intre-sire 
ragretsion estimate (0.72), and the weighted average of two 
aethode of calculation (0.61) found toj Nelson and ?enkata-
chalaiii (1949), 
Sstiaates of heritability of w@aning weight, which are 
substantially the same as thost found in this study, have 
heen rtported by Basel .and Terrill (194gb, 1946b), Nelson 
and Yfnkatachala® (1949) and ircanbraofc (1952). The esti-
isates found hire ar@ substantially higher than those obtained 
by Blaokwell and Mtnderson (1955), and those of other workers 
whert the half sib correlation methods of estiraetion were 
ustd. Of particular interest, in this study, is the remark-
abl@ sifflilarity of the present estimate, that of Hazel and 
Terrill (194S>b), and that of Ercanbrack (1952) for xveaning 
wfight of Rambouillet lambs, fhere is also close agreement 
bttwten the estimate of heritability of weaning weight in 
Corriedales, reported here, and that of Hazel and Terrill 
(194gb), for Gorriedal® l«ibi. 
The estimates of heritability of shearling weight are 
slightly higher than those reported by Terrill s-nd Hazel (1943) 
and by Morley (1950). It is possible that the use of unad­
justed shearling data caused some upward bias in the sum of 
crossproduote used in this regression, or that some traits 
used in selecting the dams were negatively correlated with 
'body weight and thus would have increased the size of "bxgx^^-
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B. Repeatability Estimates 
The repeatability of birth and weaninff weif^ht, as char­
acteristics of ewes, were calculated as described in Section 
I?-C. The intra-block analysis (where a block represented a 
contemporary ^roup of ewes, having an equal number of records, 
in the same sequence of years) yielded mean squpres from which 
repeatability, as the ratio 
could be calculated. The Intra-group mean squares and vari­
ance components, together ulth estimates of repeatability for 
birth and weaning ^';el,'yht are shown in Table 12-
The estimates o*f repeatability of birth wei'^dit found in 
this study are somewhat higher than that reported by Blackwell 
aiid Henderson (1955). The repeatability of birth v^eiffht as a 
characteristic of ewes is practically identical to the corres­
ponding estimates of heritability of birth weic^ht of lambs. 
The repeatability of weaning xireif^ht is lower than the 
herltability of the correspondinp weanllnj? trait of lambs in 
both breeds. The repeatability of lamb's weisrht, as an indi­
cation of a ewe's productive ability, in both breeds in this 
investi^'ation is somewhat larger than that reported by Sid-
well and 9randstaff (1949) in Navajo and Navajo crossbred 
ewes • 
table 12. Intra-group mean squares arid eomporients of variance together 
with repeatability of birth end xueanin^ weights 
Raatoouillet 
Irait 
Source of 
variance 
Corrledale 
d.f. 
M#ars 
square 
Vsrianee 
components d.f. 
Mean 
square 
Variaace 
cofflponents 
Birth 
weight 
Between years 
Between dams 
Year x dam 
interaction 
4£8 
553 
1134 
2.389 
3.101 
1.423 
i f§ * 
i4. 
435 1.99? 
344 3.908 
618 1.456 
<4 * 
tfl 
2282 3.169 2 (f l) 0.530 
Repeatability 
0.530 
0.530 -t. 1.423 0.2? 
i||| « 2.939 » 0..80 
Repeatability » 
0.800 _ n xtst 
0.800 + 1.4S6 
Weaning Between years 160 80.00 190 103.94 
weight 
Between aams 380 87.66 233 110.95 <?~I ^(TD 
Year x dam 9 (TE 
O 
interaction 355 51.91 266 56.89 id (TE 
1003 2.055 488 " 
Repeatability 
17.40 
1?.40 +51.91 
= 17.40 k = 
0.25 
814 2.274 ^ = 23.77 
Repeatability 
23.77 
23.77 4. 56.89 
0.30 
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C. pheiiotyplc Correlations 
The product moment correlations of birth and vesiiinp-
wfie^ht, birth and shearling ^fei.B'ht, and weanlnpf and shear­
ling weisrht were calculated. 
Confidence Intervals at the 95 percent level of prob­
ability were placed on correlations by using the 2 trans-
forffiation as outlined bj Snedecor (1948), pap^e 150. The 
calculated phenotyplc correlations are given in Table 13. 
With 18£ degrees of freedom for testing the signifl-
oanee of the oorrslation between weaninp- and shearling 
weight, being the fewest degrees of freedorc available, any 
correlation above 0.196 will be highly significant. The 
Table 13. Phenotyplc correlations between body 
^v'elghta at three stages of development 
Weaiiing c - i .  Shearling C.I. 
Breed •weight weifyht 95% 
Rambouillet Birth 
weight 0.40* 0.34-0.45 0.35^ 0 .24-0.46 
Weaning 
weight 0.46^^ 0 .33-0.59 
Corriedal© Birth 
weight 0.52-»^ 0.44-0.68 0.37^ 0 .22-0.58 
'Weaning 
weight 0.61^ 0 CD 1 O • 
^•Denotes significance at one percent level of probability. 
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correlations found In this study are not as hlprh as that 
(0-76) of Terrlll et (1950) for weanlnp- and shearline^ 
weight. With this exception, these estimates arree reason­
ably well with other estimates found In the literature. 
Correlations of one weight with the others considered 
were high in both breeds of sheep. As may be expected, the 
correlation between birth and weaning weight was larfrer than 
the correlation between birth and ihearling weight. Similar­
ly the correlation between weaning and shearling weight was 
larger than that between birth and shearlinpr weight and larf?er 
also than the correlation between birth end weanlnp- weight. 
Similar results were obtained by Terrlll (1949), who found 
that in correlating weight at weaning ai?re, yearlinp apre, and 
18 months of age, with average lifetime weight (two to five 
years) the correlations Increased from 0.46 to 0.54 to 0.68, 
respectively. Also, Terrlll £t (1950) observed prop'res-
slvely smaller correlations between Ramboulllet ram weierhts 
at weaning and weight at two, three, four and five years of 
age. 
D. aenetic Correlations 
Genetic correlations of body weight at three stages of 
development were calculated. The necessary meaii covarlances 
obtained within year of dam, within sire and within year of 
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lamb are shown In Table 14. 
Substituting the appropriate covarlances in the formula 
/GOV XdYi' Gov XiYa, 
/ Cot GOV 
yield.g the erenetic correlations shown in Table 15. 
Table 14. Mean eovarianoes of body weiirht at three 
stages of development 
Raiabouillet Corriedale 
Weight WeierMt in dams Wela^ht in dams 
in lambs Birth ' Weaninr 'Shearling Birth Weaninp' Shearlinsr 
Blrth( 0 .222 0 .527 ; 0 .620 1 .756 
(b) 0 • 229 I • 408 0 .635 1 .229 
WeaninffC a) 0 .245 9 .848 1 .613 15 .715 
(b) 8 .304 0 .880 11 .333 0 .972 
Shearling 0 . 868 0 .800 21 .552 1 . 849 0 .486 13 .987 
^(a) Based on 992 Rambouillet and 796 Corriedale lambs weaned, 
(b) Based on 314 Rambouillet and 185 Corriedale survivors of 
weanling selection and retained to shearlinicf apre. 
Table 15. Genetic correlations of body wei^^ht at the 
three stages of development 
Rambouillet Corriedale 
Weaninp- Shearling Weaninsr Shearlinf? 
Birth 0.24 0.44 0.S4 0.51 
Weaning 0.06 0.06 
"?4 
Oalf one rtport of genetle correlations of one weight 
with ®Both,©r In sheep has been observed In the literature* 
A&g&b Qt al. (1953), working with Osslml sheep, reported 
genetic correlations toet%?@eii t^elghtg at birth ejid weaning, 
birth and mara;©t, and weaning and market of 1-04, 0.82, and 
0.9i, respectively. 
fh© gtnetle corrslations shown in Table 15 do not follow 
sueh a trend. Ibe birth-weaning tvelght Corrledale 
Is more than twlee that found in the Raisbouillet. The blrth-
shearllng weight r^j^gg Is more nearly equal In each breed but 
Is slightly 1©38 than the blrth-ifeajiing correlation in the 
Corrledale and much larger than the birth-weaning correla­
tion in Ramboulllets. The wesnlng-iheErllng rQ.^(jg*B In the 
two breeds are asuoh lower than would be expected. 
Sampling errors for genetic correlations are undoubtedly 
high. In addition, the shearling data, being unadjusted, may 
have had larger errors by including Bome other random Bources 
of Yariatlon. Lack of adjustment could have added some 
systeaa.tio variation laiportant in determining the size of the 
covs.rlgino© terms which enter th© numerator of the rg^^g for­
mula. If such a syst©fflatlQ bias did cause a substantial 
reduction in the ©iz® of these oovarlance terms this could 
account for the very low s between weaning and shearling 
weigiits. 
To facilitate th© explanation of how such a bias may 
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aiTect the weaning-shearling weight correlation let the 
symbols I and Z represent body weight at weaninpr and shear­
ling age. Also, let the subscripts d and 1 denote the trait 
in the dam and in the lamb, respectively. Thus ^'esulted 
from the formula 
ybov ' Gov Y3_Z^ 
V Gov * Gov 
The observations Y^ and Y^^ are adjusted for the effects 
of type of birth and rearlnp-, am of dam and a^e of lamb at 
Meaning. The observations and 2^. were unadjusted for 
these factors and would still Include any effects of tjpe of 
birth, of age of dam and of B.ge at weaninp' which still per­
sisted at the shearling stage of developa;ent• Considering 
as an exaraple covarlanoe Y^Z^ the relationship of tanp-ible 
environmental factors on adjusted Yjj and on may be shown 
by the aiagram in Figure 1. 
Considering the factors affecting the variation in Y^, 
as diagrammed In Figure 1, ^  was avoided by analyzinp- within 
year of dam's birth. The effects of t^, ^  and a^. were mini­
mized by adjustin§r Y^ with the constants calculated for them. 
Of the factors causing variation in the effects of ^  and 
i..1_ %'ere avoided by analyzlnp- within P-roups alike for these. 
Since year of daai'a birth specified a.s?e of dara for any 
born in a particular year, the effect of ii also was avoided 
by analyzing within year of dam's birth. 
Factors 
affecting 
Factors 
affecting 
Type of birtn 
Ape at weaning 
A^e of dam 
Other 
Year 
Sire 
Aire of dam 
Age at weaning 
^ > Type of birth 
Other 
-Sd 
% 
£ct 
£i 
5-1 
tl 
"Avoided toy analyzing* 
within subgroups ^ 
Unadjusted 
Adjusted 
^Adjusted Y(j 
Avoided by analyzing 
within sub(?roups 
Figure 1. Diafyram showing factors af fee tin!? adjusted Y^ and unadjusted Z^ 
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There was no reason to suspect correlation between the 
environmental part of and nor between and a]_. In 
the case of type of birth and rearing, correlation bett^een 
t^ and ^  is possible. While the effect of has been 
adjusted out of any effect of ^  that persists to shear­
ling age and would systematically make a single dam more 
likely than a twin daai to produce and rear twins; or make a 
txiFln das more likely to produce slncrles or raise only one 
lamb if she does produce twins, would tend toward mskln,o- a 
negative correlation between ^  and ;t]_. 
fhere is some suggestion of this in practice, parti­
cularly in respect to the first parturition but with some 
carryover into aecond or third parturitions. Actual weight 
and physiological state have a direct bearing on likelihood 
of producing twins and the ability to raise twins when born. 
To exasBlne whether any such tendency existed in these data, 
the observations were grouped accordinfr to incresslnp* value 
of adjusted into ten pound intervals. The number in each 
group, the means of and and the number In each sub­
class for type of birth and a.ffe of dam, are shown in Table 16. 
The data in Table 16 ©how raltier different trends in the 
two breeds. In the Rambouillet, considering the proup means 
for Y4 and ^iiere is evidence of a distinct nei^atlve covari-
ance. This apparently is damped out when comparisons are 
made against the within-y@ar-of-dam's-birth subclass means 
Table 16. Frequency of type of birth and asre of dam subclass numbers 
together with mean values for adjusted Zi and s^p-e of Zi 
individuals at weanini? 
Prequenoy of adjustable factors . Mean 
Weig^ht 
M % 
Type of birth 
1
 Af?e of dam x-ieaiiini 
ape Class S Trs« 3 4-6 7-h 
- Raiabouillet 
60-69 1 ^ 68.5 109 8 1 3 1 3 7 1 172.3 
70-79 65 76.4 103 44 15 2 17 15 28 1 166.4 
80-89 150 85.6 104 110 24 16 38 33 63 16 168.6 
90-99 79 93.9 104 52 21 6 22 22 34 1 167.2 
100-109 11 105.5 103 6 1 4 2 4 0 164.5 
110-119 1 112.0 104 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 191.0 
To tal 314 86.0 104 220 63 31 80 77 138 19 168.3 
Gorriedale 
40-49 1 48.4 80 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 170.0 
50-§9 17 57.2 84 13 3 1 5 4 8 0 170.4 
60-69 42 66.4 89 30 11 1 10 16 14 2 169.1 
70-79 71 74.2 86 48 14 9 17 20 33 1 171.3 
80-69 44 84.4 90 21 10 13 10 16 15 3 177.8 
90-98 9 93.0 82 4 1 4 3 2 4 0 183.6 
100-109 1 103.4 88 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 185.0 
Total --^85 74.2 87 118 39 28 47 58 74 6 
"•••Tv/in raised single-
^'••^Twin raised txvin. 
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liQ the ariaiysis. Sowrer, rather strong tendencies to nega-
tl?® ootrarianee between X4 and would likely remain so that 
tilt xwt rtiult would be the small positive covarianc© found, 
la the, present analysis for genetic correlation. 
Aisoiig the Gorriedalss th® proportion of twin offspring, 
raised as twins, rises as the group means go up. This indl-
oat«s some relationship between adjusted and type of birth 
Qf Z'l although this distribution does not clarify the actual 
eaus® of this relationship, k negatlTe correlation toetween 
type of birth in Zx and thf typ# of toirth that cauesd the 
sdjustflient of I4 would sho« suoh a relationship. 
fhus, different ©susal factors could cause enough nega­
tivity in the aovarianees IqZX in both breeds to produce a 
small Instead of a soauwhat larger coTarlance for this com­
ponent in the numerator of the ^Qi(k2 ^'t^rmula,. 
Tht reoiproo&l oofarlanct In the numerator would also 
bt reduced for siail&r reaions. It might be further reduced 
by a possible n@gati¥e correlation between age of dam in the 
unadjusted % &ad ag© of dara in the adjusted 
case the ¥ariatioa dut to age of dam of th® unadjus ted 2a's 
is not removtd by the oethod of ajsialysis. Thus tw consider­
ably reduced ©ovarlanoes enter the numerator of the formula. 
Of the covarianoti which ©nter the dtnominator, adjusted 
is not- affeettd by the unadjusted Z values and unadjusted 
Z^Zi is not affected by the adjusted Y values. As a result 
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the two rtduoed eovarlane® terms In the numerator over two 
coTarlanoes in the a.t,nominator oould explain the 
very sin.all genetic eorrelatton between weaning and shearling 
weights. 
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n . Discussion 
Weight of lambs weaned and wool yield are the two prod­
ucts of rang'© sheep production that have a direct "bearing on 
the incofue of the eheep rancher. Other characteristics are 
indirectly important through their effects on lamb and wool 
production. Since this investia-ation concerned analyses of 
body weights, emphasis will be placed on the estimates of 
environmental and genetic parameters obtained in these 
aiislysea and their value in iinprovins: weight characteristics 
among range sheep in Caneda-
, A' Environmental Factors 
EavironiBental factors such as type of birth, ape of dam, 
sex and age at weaning contribute ii^ortantly to the varia­
tion in body weights of lambs. Gorrectinp' for the misleading 
effects of these factors is essential to prevent mistakes in 
evaluating individual® or in selecting replacements for the 
breeding flock. 
The birth data in this investigation were corrected for 
sex, type of birth and cige of dam. The Xi^eanling data were 
corrected for these factors and also for e.^e at weaning. 
Shecirling data were not adjusted. Variation caused by dif­
ferences between years in which the lambs were born, betv.;een 
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aires and between years In which the dams were born were 
avoided by making the analysis x^ithln subsrroups alike in 
these variables. 
Type of birth was the most Important source of varia­
tion in birth weight. Singles were 1.9S pounds heavier than 
twins in the Rambouillets while the correspondino- difference 
in the Corriedalee was 1.78 pounds. Sex waa responsible for 
a small but consistent part of the variation in birth weipht. 
The effect of age of dam was so sms.ll in the Rambouillets 
that it was not corrected for, while in the Corriedalee only 
a single adjustment was necessary to raise the birth weio^ht 
of lambs from two-year-old e-wes by half a pound. 
As in birth weight, the most important sdjustment in 
weaning weight was also for type of birth and rearing in 
both breeds, fable 7 shows that the detrimental effect of 
twins being reared as twins was larger in the Rambouillet 
breed where an sdjustaient of 14.7 pounds was required, as 
oompaxed with 9.5 pounds for the Corriedale lambs of this 
birth type. Rambouillet twins raised slnr?ly required an 
adjustment of 4.5 pounds while the adjustment of 0.4 pounds 
for Corriedale lambs of this type of birth and rearing was 
slight. 
Ape of dam was an important source of variation in the 
weaning weight of lambs in both breeds. Aged ewes (seven 
years arid older), as well ae two- and three-year-old ev?es 
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produced lighter lambs than ewes ip the prime of life (four, 
five, six years of age)• Lambs frora two- or three-year-old 
Corriedale ewes required lees, while lambs from aged ewes 
of this breed required faore adjustment than Rambouillet lambs 
with corresponding ages of dam. This su{??ests that Hambouil-
let eves are slower in reaching maturity but have a longer 
period of high productivity than Corriedale ewes under ranf^e 
conditions. This agrees with the observation that the Ram­
bouillet is a relatively slow asa-turlni?, rupf^ed type of sheep 
that stands up well under ranm conditions in Canada. 
Adjustments of -weaning weight for the effect of sex were 
important in both breeds. In each case males t^ere hesvier 
than wethera which in turn were heavier than females. Ape 
at weaning an ijaportant source of variation in the wean­
ing weight of lambs in both breeds. 
Adjustments for environmental factors may be used in 
practice to remove the effects of recognized sources of 
Variation, when evaluating the performance of individuals 
(as in a progeny test), or when selectins- replacements for 
the breeding flock. Considered thus the birth weipht adjust­
ments would be of little practical importance. Selection of 
replacements, in these breeds, would not be made on birth 
weight and only rarely tfould one be interested in evaluat­
ing m individual on the birth characteristics of Its prof'-eny. 
i'he weanling adjustments would be important for both 
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these purposes. For evaluating sires In deoldlnp' which to 
keep and which to cull, corrections for all factors, 
sex, type of birth and rearing, ac^e of dam and a^e at wean­
ing would be applied. However, since flock replacements are 
selected within sexes the correction for sex would not be 
needed when selections are being made, except as those rest 
in part on progeny tests of their parents or grandparents. 
The adjustments for environmental sources of variation, 
shown in fable 7, are estimates of the environmental para­
meters for these factors. Thus they may be used to reduce 
the confusing and misleading effects of identifiable environ­
ment when evaluating or selecting. 
B. Heritability 
Heritability estimates for weight at birth, weaning and 
shearling age, shown in Table 11, were generally hisrh and in 
reasonably close agreement with those appearing in the liter­
ature . 
The data on which heritability of birth weight was cal­
culated mre the most numerous in this study and were devoid 
of selection. Despite this and the fact that they can be 
considered aa reliable estimates of the heritability of birth 
weight, they are only of passing interest because selection 
is not practiced on birth weight. They were included here 
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for completeness. 
fh© herltatolllty of weaning weiprht is high in both breeds-
fhus, when selecting one would expect that selection with 
major emphasis on weaning t'^eiprht would produce some improve­
ment in this characteristic over a period of years. 
The expected renetic ja-ain per generation would be the 
product of the selection differential (3.D.) and heritability. 
The S-D. is the amount of change reached for and, if the dis­
tribution were normal and selection were based on v;eaniner 
weight alone, would be equal to ^ <r, where cT" is the standard 
deviation in the trait concerned and the ratio ^  is obtained 
from a table of values for the normal curve. The quantity b 
is the proportion remaining under the normal curve after part 
of the population is removed by truncation, and z is the 
ordinate of the curve above the point of truncation. Thus if 
60 percent of the Ramboulllet ewe laaba were to be selected 
on weaning weight alone, S.D. would equal —x 9.36. Obtain-
• 5u 
Ing the value for the ratio this » 0.64S x 9.36 « 6.04 pounds 
for females. If 20 percent of the males were saved S.D. would 
be X 9.36, which equals 2.313 x 9.36 « 21.65 pounds. In 
cases like this where fewer males than females are saved, the 
effective S.D* becomes the averai?e of the S.D. for each sex, 
± » 13.84 pounds- Then the expected p>enetlc 
gain from one generation of selection would be 13-84 x h^ « 
4.54 pounds. This means that one would expect to raise the 
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meaa weaning weight In the offspring of selected parents 
4-54 pounds above the mean of the population from which the 
parents were selected. The correspondins- expected praln in the 
Oorrledales would be approximately 6.0 pounds because h^ is 
higher and the standard deviation is slightly larger. These 
are examples of the gain expected where weanlngr weight alone 
is considered in selection. In practice, selection is based 
on several characteristics and this reduces the selection dif­
ferential for each of them. 
The fact that little change has occurred in the weaning 
weight of Rajabouillet and Corrledale lambs over a period of 
years indicates that the eaiphasi® on weight at weanins- was 
not as great as it was believed to be, or that subsequent 
selection on yearling fleece characteristics was antaj?onl8tlc 
to selection on weaning weight. In fact, both of these trends 
may have bean active to a degree. In weanllnc"- selection, some 
attention was given to type, face cover, wrinkling and visual 
fleece character. Attention to these would automatically 
reduce the effective S-D. for weaning weight. If there is 
a negative genetic correlation between some other trait and 
weaning weight or a positive genetic correlation between an 
undeslred trait and weaning weight, considering these other 
traits would reduce th© effective S.D. even more severely 
than if they were independent. Similarly any negativity 
between weaning weight and desirable fleec® characters at 
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yearling age would also reduce the effective selection dif­
ferential for 'weaning -weight. 
Reports in the literature indicate that at least some of 
the genetic relationships that would reduce the effectiveness 
of selection for weight at weaning' exist in sheep. Morley 
(1950) found negative srenetic correlations between yearlim?-
weight and both clean fleece yield and staple lenp^th while a 
positive correlation was apparent between yearling weight and 
body folds. Ercanbrack (1962), reported nesetive erenetic 
correlations between both staple l®nf*th and face cover, and 
weaning weip-ht. He also reported relationships between the 
same traits in Columbia and Tari^hee sheep as the same in sie-n 
but different in magnitude-
If these conditions exist also in the Canadian breeds 
studied, selection on weaning weight slone would effect im­
provement in face cover. At the same time it would lower 
desirability for wrinillni? and reduce staple length. Sub­
sequent selection at yearling age, on fleece traits primarily, 
would reduce the effective selection differential for weanins-
weight. Since ©xcesslv© wrinkling is undesirable, and is 
particularly important in the Ramboulllet breed, atterr.pts to 
improve this trait at weanlinp- selection would be anta.p'onlstic 
to selection for weaning weight. 
Estimates of herltabllity of shearlin?? weip-ht were cal­
culated on the fewest data. The shearling ewes were, of 
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oours®, the survivors of weanlinpf selection and the data at 
the shearling age were unadjusted. While these ewes repre­
sent the entire population of shearllnpr ewes, the resulting: 
estimates are somewhat less reliable than the other herit-
abilities shown in Table 11. Perhaps failure to adjust the 
shearling data is primarily responsible for the unexpected 
size of these estimate®. 
The heritabillty of shearling wei?^ht was hiprh in both 
breeds. Therefore selection at shearlln?? a^e based on shear­
ling weight should effect improvement in this trait. The 
rat© of such improvement would depend on tiie freedom left to 
select on this trait when major eaphasis is given to yearling 
fleeot oharacteristies at this age. 
G. Repeatability 
In rang© sheep production the weaning weight of lambs 
priaarily deteriaines the value of the lamb crop from a flock 
of ewes. Therefore it is important for the commercial pro­
ducer to be able to cull the ewes that are most likely to 
wean light lambs in subsequent years. Repeatability of wean­
ing weiffht as a characteristic of ranf^e ewes is the correla­
tion between weaning weights of lambs from the same dam. 
As such it permits predicting from the weaning weight of a 
lamb, the weaning weight of future lambs from the same evje-
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Such predictions are accurate to the extent that a lamb'e 
weaning weight depends on the functioning of the entire ffene 
complex of its dam and on any permanent effects that environ­
ment may have exerted on her to modify that funotioninsr. The 
predictions will be inaccurate to the extent that Mendelian 
segregation makes the gene complex of various maternal sibs 
different and to the extent that weaning wei??hts are modi­
fied toy environment peculiar to a particular lamh. 
fhe repeatability of weaning weip-ht was calculated as 
0.25 for Rambouillet ewes and 0.30 for Gorriedales. At these 
levels of repeatability the weanine* weip-ht of lambs xrould be 
useful indicators of whether their dams would wean liwht or 
heavy lambs in future seasons. 
Estimates of repeatability of birth weip-ht as charac­
teristics of Rambouillet and Corriedale ewes were 0.27 and 
0.36, respectively. However it would be lllorical to decide 
about culling a ewe on her lamb's birth weif^ht when she would 
be kept until her lamb is weaned in any case and a decision 
could be made on a more important trait at weaninw. 
D. Phenotypic Correlations 
Hiprh phenotypic correlations between weisrht at birth 
and weaning, at birth and shearling, and at weaning and 
shearling were evident in both breeds. Shown in Table 13 to 
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be in a range of 0.40 to 0.61 these correlations indicated 
that weight at one would be a g-ood indication of a sub­
sequent weight of the same animal.' 
E. Genetic Correlations 
Senetlc correlations are the correlations between the 
breeding values for tx-tfo different traits. The rg^Gg's, shown 
In fabl® 15, were large between birth and weanins' weifl"ht, and 
between birth and shearling KelRhtv The correspondinp- rQ;^Q.2* ® 
between weaning and shearling weight were unexpectedly low 
(0.06) in both breeds. 'I'hese estimates would Indicate that 
£4 percent of the genes affectlnp- birth weight in Rambouillets 
also affect weaning weight In the same direction while 44 per­
cent of the genes Influencln?? birth welp*ht also have similar 
effects on shearling weipirht. In the Gorriedales 54 percent 
of the genes affecting birth weight also affect weaninsr xv-eip'ht 
and 51 percent of those affecting birth wsip'ht also Influence 
shearling welp-ht. It was thous^ht that the r^j^Qg's between 
birth and shearling weight and between weaninp- and shearlinp-
weight might be somewhat inaccurate because of usino- unad­
justed shearling data. Another possibility is that some 
genes which cause good mothering ability, such as heavy milk 
production, in ewes may cause slow growth rate in the larnbe. 
If such genes exist and are important, lambs with weaninp' 
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weights heavy because their dams were srood mothers will rrrow 
slowly after weaning- when the favorable maternal environment 
is removed and such of these genes as they received from their 
dams can exert their full effect on the lamb's own post-weaninp-
growth rate, fhis would contribute a nep-ative portion to the 
genetic eorrelation between weaning and subsequent weip-hts. 
F. General 
Maximum proi^ress in improving weaninp- xvel^^-ht in Rambouil-
let and Gorriedal® sheep could be obtained by selection on 
this trait alone. However, in practice it is rarely possible 
to select for one trait alone. An individual must be accepted 
or rejected as a oomposlte of several traits that are expres­
sed in its phenotype. The larger the number of traits con­
sidered, the weator will be the selection differential for 
each of them. In these Canadian breeds the selection differ­
ential for weaning wel^srht will be reduced by paying- attention 
to such traits as type, face cover and body wrinklinq*. The 
©Infective seisetion differential would be further reduced by 
allowing for subsequent selection on yearling fleece traits. 
The estimates of environments!, and ^p*enetic parameters 
obtained in this investl.g'atlon may be used in two ways: 
(a) They may be used to improve the accuracy of the 
present method of selection by removinc' the 
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effects of misleadini* sources of environment 
with correction factors. 
(b) fhey aay be incorporated into selection indexes 
which would take into account all important traits 
at both weanlin^: and shearling asres. 
The first method will not permit maximum prof^ress In 
iiaprovlni?- body weight at ijeaning. Other traits are to be 
considered, thus weakenlnp* the Intensity of selection for any 
one of theffi- Except for using adjusted observations this 
would be very siaiilar to the method thst has been used in this 
flock for several years- There has been little chancre in 
average weaning weight of either breed over that period, yet 
the standard deviations indicate that selection should be 
able to produce some improvement in weaninp: weip-ht when 
herltability is as high as it is found to be in these breeds. 
Consequently it appears that the more satisfactory solu­
tion to effect improveaient in the economic traits in these 
breeds would be to develop separate selection indexes for 
weaning and shearling traits so that selection at both stafres 
of development would be on net merit vith each trait con­
sidered, weighted by its economic value. Sufficient esti­
mates of herltability, and phenotypic and o-enetic correla­
tions between traits to be considered, are available to con­
struct tentative indexes for use in these breeds until the 
complete set of R-enetio and phenotypic parameters, estimated 
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for the particular population, can be obtained. The rate 
of improvement in net ruerlt will then be a function of the 
selection differentials in each trait, their herltabllitles 
aiid. the p-enetic relationships existlnp- aiaon<T them. 
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VII. APPLICATION 
The constants representing fixed environmental effects 
and the genetic parameters estimated in this study pertain 
to the two breeds of sheep maintained hy the Experimental 
Farm, Lethhridge, Alberta. Nevertheless it is desirable, in 
concluding a study of this nature, to speculate on the prob­
able adaptability of the conclusions to the freneral sheep 
population of southern Alberta. Justification for this action 
lies in similarity of breedinp* in the experimental and adja­
cent areas, the similarity of ranp*e and ranp-e manap-ement, the 
relative selection procedures, the apreement of calculated 
estimates with other estimates on similar biolojylcal mate­
rial, and finally the absence of more appropriate estimates 
for use In th© surrounding areas-
The estimates obtained In this Investigation were derived 
from data collected on Ramboulllet and Corrledale sheep 
managed as one flock by the Experimental Farm, Lethbrldg-e, 
Alberta. During the last ten years of the period this flock 
was maintained at the Scandla Sheep Station, under conditions 
similar to those prevailing on private sheep ranches In the 
general southeastern part of the province. 
Hansre flocks are made up predominantly of tirade Ramboull­
let and, p:rade Corrledale ewes; thus the similarity of breedlnir 
In th© ranffe and Farm flocks Is quite close. Selection pro-
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oedures may toe assumed to be more accurate and more intense 
IQ ths Fax's flQOk 'but sslection at weaning ims primarily on 
¥©Ening weight and s€lectioa at shearling age was primarily 
on fleeoe oharacttr with some attention to other traits at 
botii tiiaes. The net ohange In weaning weight appears to have 
been $Xight. 
Management procedures differed only slightly in the 
experimental flock and those of afijaeent ranches. Most of 
the dirferences were the direct result of obtaining observa­
tions on body velght at specifio stages of development and 
iri'iuring a toowledge of sires through a system of pen mating, 
fa© Farm flocfc and range flocks in general were carried on 
range the year aro«nd with supplemental roughage supplied as 
required during the winter months. 
These points indicate some Justifloatlon for applying 
more widely the estimates obtained here. This vlevi- is eiapha-
si£@d by the ol©ee agreement oetween these estimates and 
thofre obtained toy Hazel and Terrlll (1945a), Hazel and Ter-
rill (1946s) and Iroanbrsek (1952) on different samples of 
the same and olosely allied breeds in Idaho and Utah. 
It is therefore believed that the constants derived for 
edjuetlng body %jelghts for eni'lronmental factors can be 
applied directly to the range sheep population and the esti­
mates of heritability for body weight at different stages 
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of development can toe utilized in selection with a consider­
able degree of confidence. 
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VIII. SUMMARY 
The characteristics studied were body weip-hts of 3,039 
Rambouillet and 2^^186 Canadian Corriedale sheep at birth, and 
of their survi'vors at weanins' and shearlins? ao-e at the Experi­
mental Farm at Lethbridpre, Alberta, Canada, in the years 1936 
to 1952. Weaning weight appears to be the most important of 
these characters, practically. 
Constants were derived to measure the fixed effects of 
environment on birth and weanina: weight. The asrreement 
between these constants, shown in Table 6, and those reported 
by other -workers (Section II and Table 1) Indicate that they 
are reasonably accurate and apply widely to this type of bio­
logical material. These constants for type of birth, asre of 
dam, sex, and aire of lamb at weanlngr, are directly applicable 
to the sheep in the Experimental Farm flock for adjustiner 
their weights at weaning to a standard basis. The same con­
stants, except for sex, can be applied where evaluation and 
selection within sex is desired. The use of these constants 
will provide an improved basis for evaluatlna- individual 
lambs at weanllnj? selection and for evaluatlnp- the performance 
of sire progeny groups- The constants for birth weip-ht have 
the same applicability but will be of less use in practice 
because little selection on birth weiirht la actually prac­
ticed. 
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fatole 11 shows that heritabllity Is hlp-h for all traits 
studied, being" of the order of 0.27 to 0.52. Since the ini­
tial selection of flock replacements occurs at weanincr ape 
the heritabllity of weaning weight is of most practical 
importance. Weanling selection on welP'ht alone should effect 
rapid genetic improvement in weanlns* wei??ht. However, the 
necessity of considering other characteristics also at wean­
ling selection reduces the intensity of selection for wean-
liig weight. Likewis© the rapid progress that could be made 
in improviap* shearling weig^ht by selection on that trait 
alone is restricted by the need of considerinp' yearlinp-
fleece characteristics in selection at shearlinf^ ape. 
Repeatabllitles of birth and xveaninsr weigs^ht of lambs, 
considered as eharacteristics of their dams, are of the order 
of 0.27 to 0.36, as shown in Table 12. The weanlinp- wei(*'ht 
of a ewe's lamb thus yields a reasonably p-ood indication of 
the weaning weight of her future laabs and provides a basis 
for culling ewes for poor production. The repeatability of 
birth weight has the same form of application but is of only 
slight practical importance because culling is seldom based 
on birth weight. 
Phenotypic correlations of one v;elght with another in 
the same iadlvidual are high and positive. Table 13 shows 
these to ran^e from 0.40 to 0.61. Q-enetic correlations shown 
in Table 15 are hiph between birth and weanln??' welp-ht and 
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betv^een birth and shearllnp- welp-ht In both breeds. A ten­
dency toward© a negative correlation between the type of 
birth and rearing which affects the unadjusted shearlins-
weight of the lamb and the type of birth and rearing of the 
dasi may have introduced some blES toward makin?? the p-enstic 
correlation between weaning and shearling weiisrht appear too 
low (0.05) in these sheep. 
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